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UNIVERSITY QUESTIONS IN ENGLAND.

DY PROFESSOR GOLDWIN SMITH, M.A., TORONTO.

A LL the great university questions
are now under consideration in

England, in connection with the in-
tellectual and social progress of the
nation. With regard to some of them,
what is going on there is instructive to
us here. The general subject is, per-
haps, even more important in our case
than in that of England, because, apart
from the interests of literature and
science, a democratic society stands
in special need of the elevating, refin-
ing, and moderating influence which
is exercised by great intellectual insti-
tutions. We have been made sensible
by recent occurrences in Canada of
the folly of attempting to import into
the New World the conservatism, or
what is deemed such, of the Old
World; but there is another kind of
conservatism, consisting in the de-
velopment of tempering agencies of a
rational and permanent kind, which
good citizens in a democratic country
are specially called upon to cultivate.
The improvement of these means of
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training national character is perhaps
a more hopeful, while to many it is
certainly a more congenial, line of
reformatory effort than direct conflict
with demagogism, faction, and cor-
ruption in the political arena.

r. There is one difficult problem
with which the reorganizers ofuniversi-
ties have to deal in England, but which
does not specially concern us here-
the adaptation of the medieval tolleges
to the requirements of modern society.
Oxford and Cambridge were, till the
other. day, exclusively, and they still
are distinctively and substantially, fed-
erations of colleges ; and ali the col-
leges either were founded in the Mid-
die Ages, or if founded after the Refor-
mation, preserved the mediæval type.
Ail were originally clerical, celibate.
and quasi-monastic in their rule of life,
as: well as in. their structure, thouigh
their objects were not, like those of
the monasteries, prayer and religious
contemplatiô;o btit prayer and study;
Al Souls' College at Oxford alone be-
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ing intended rather as a chantry than
as a literary institution by its founder,
whose wish in later times was nega-
tively observed by sinecuiism com-
bined with social exclusiveness. Till
1854 the mediSeval codes of statutes
remained legally in force and con-
tinued to cut off the colleges from in-
tellectual prbgress. But in 1856 the
bulk of them were swept away by a
Commission of Reform under the au-
thority of Parliarnen'. The British
Parliament never formulates princi-
pies, but in the University Reform
Act it practically established the prin-
ciple that the inviolability of a foun-
der's will must be confined to his main
object, and that all details must be
subject to revision by proper author-
ity whenever change of circumstances
might render it expedient. Fifty yearst
was the period taken as the limit be-
yond.which no founder's foresight .with
regard to the best means of giving
effect to his main object could be ex-
pected to extend; and the commis-
sioners were empowered to deal freely
with the details of every foundation
which had been in existence for that
period. This question is one which
the people of the United States may
some day be called upon to consider,
if they do not wish their noble trea-
sury of endowments to become a mu-
seum of donor's whiis; at present it
seems to be governed not so much by
the philosophy of Turgot, the writer
of the famous article in the Encyclo-
pædia, as by the arguments of Daniel
Webster, which are not philosophical,
but forensic. A covenant with the
dead may be kept in the letter, but if
Time, the unceasing innovator, has
broken it in the spirit, and there is no
legisiative power of bringing the spirit
and the letter again into agreement
with each other, the dead man him-
self is the most wronged. Scrupulous
respect for the sanctity of property is
a popular feeling so invaluable that
we might well bear much inconven-

ience rather than impair it in the slight-
est degree; but it would surely not be
difficult to make it plain to popular
apprehension that there is no robbery
in abrogating provisions which a
founder himself, supposing him to be
a reasonable being, would have abro-
gated had he lived to see their effect.
A wise and thoroughly generous man
would deprecate the compulsory ob-
servance of the details of his will in a
public institution for fifty years, per-
haps even for a single year, after his
death. Even where munificence is
common, as we have every year illus-
trious proof of its being in the
United States, munificence combined
with entire freedom from vanity and
from the lurking desire of self-per-
petuation is comparatively rare. The
most noble-hearted founders of intel-
lectual institutions are sometimes
personally unacquainted with the
essential conditions of success; and
bounty, saddled with the enactments
of ignorance, may be a dead loss to
the unwary recipient. "lNever look
a gift-horse in the mouth" is a foolish
proverb, as many a public museum
and other institution can testify. If
the Trojans had looked a gift-horse
in the mouth, they would have seen
something vhich concerned them
deeply.

The Reform Commissioners of
1854, however, failed to deal com-
prehensively with the question of
celibacy. Their hesitation was not
unnatural. On the one hand, com-
pulsory celibacy is at variance with
the principles of modern society, and
fatal to the permanency of the college
faculty, the members of which, in fact,
have usually taken up teaching only
as a mode of employing their time
and increasing their income while
they were waiting for a college living
or other preferment. On tb.e other
hand, to abrogate the rule would be
to put an end to the social life and
break up the whole system of the
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college as it now exists. When the 1
subject is nientioned, the thoughts of I
an Oxford man go back to an ancient I
dining-hall, a beautiful and noble I
room, hung round with old portraits
of college worthies, in which all the
members of the society are assembled
at their meal, the fellows on the dais,
the students at long tables down the
room. Grace issaid by the presiding
fellow, and one of the scholars or
junior members of the fo.undation, in
a Latin forn handed down from the
MiddleAges. If it isacollege festival,
the "loving cup" goes round. Dinner
over, the students retire to their own
rooms, and there often make up
parties of their own. The . fellows
withdraw to tlieir "common room,"
where, while the wine is passed round
after the fashion of the old country,
the talk often runs on the affairs of
the college and the characters, doings,
and prospects of its junior members.
The strength of corporate feeling and
the attachment to the old house fos-
tered by this system are valuable;
still more valuable are the close per-
sonal relations and constant inter-
course between tutor and pupil which
it encourages, and upon which an
old Oxford or Cambridge tutor often
looks back with no common pleasure.
The social bond between the under-
graduate members of the college is
also favourable to the formation of
character and to friendship: perhaps
it is partly the want of such a bond
in the American universities that leads
students to seek a substitute in the
"secret societies." If the fellows
marry, they must live separately with
their families, and for the most part
out of college, for the arrangement of
the nonastic building repels married
life. There will then be an end of
the college as a society; as a barrack
it may remain; but as a barrack it
wilL probably be a nuisance, for, in
England at least, it would be scarcely
possible to maintain discipline, or

even manners, among a large body of
studcnts rooming in-the same build-
ing without the presence of the seniors.
Stili the qkality of the teaching is the
first object, and it can be secured
only by the permanent dévotion of
the fellows, or such of them as con.
stitute the college faculty, to their
calling, with which the rule.of celibacy
fatally interferes. If the present com-
missioners can devise a mode of re-
conciling .the improvement of the
teaching with the preservation of the
social life of a college, their ingenuity
will deserve a crown.

2. The hideous systeni of religious
tests imposed in Stuart times to keep
the universities under the dominion
of the State church has, after a pro-
tracted struggle, been removed: at
least it has ceased to be compulsory;
though we believe it is still legally
open to the graduating student,.if he
thinks fit and has the clerical profes-
sion in view, to bind his conscience
tò formularies comprising several
hundred propositions in theology,
many of them controverted, before
he bas had time to form any well-
grounded opinion. The university of
Laud and Sheldon is now open to
"Jews, Turks, infidels, and heretics,"
all of whom have taken advantage of
the concessions, for the heir of the
late Khedive was a student at Oxford.
The major part of the fellowships has
also been thrown open to laymen.
But the remainder of the fellowships,
amounting in some colleges to a
moiety of the whole number, and all
the headships except two or three
remain tenable only by clergymen of
the Church of England. In the
Middle Ages everything literary was
clerical; so that vhen a mediæval
founder enjoined bis fellows to take
orders at a certain standing, he in no
way prejudiced the literary objects of
bis foundation. But at the Reforma-
tion, literature, and science with it,
passed in the main to the laity: the
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functions of the clergy wcrc narrowed
to the pastoral Qifice and theological
study; and institutions of vhich all
the officers werc clergymen underwent
a corresponding contraction of scope
and character, besides being enslaved
politically to the reactionary party
with which the Established Church
was identified. Clerical restrictions
on elections to headships and fellow-
ships, especially those on headships,
now act as powerful guarantees for
the ascendancy of the Church of Eng-
land in the universities. This fortress
of Establishmentarianism is closely
besieged by the Liberal forces, and in
the end will no doubt fall. It is be-
ing daily rendered 1-ss tenable by the
manifest progress of die new opinions
among the academical clergy. Thd
presidency of a layman, even if he
were neutral in theological questions,
coulcl hardly be so subversive of re-
ligion as is that of a clergyman who,
as everybody believes, would at once
doff his black coat and white tic if he
could do so without at the same time
doffing his academical dignity with an
income of $io,ooo a year.

Anglican or clerical ascendancy is
one question; religious education is
another, though the two are naturally
confounded in a country accustoned
to identify religion with a State church.
In a period of religious division, such
as that through which we are passing,
the happiest solution of the problem
wou-d seem to be a seculat university
open to all, with colleges each of
which, while availing itself of the pro-
fessoriate, libraries, and apparatus of
the university, and sending its stu-
dents into the common examinations,
might carry on its special system of
religious instruction and moral discip-
line, within its own walls. But it
would be inipracticable now to appro-
priate the colleges of Oxford and Cam-
bridge to different churches, and on
this continent the practice of local
separation has gone so far that a for-

niation of colleges on the Oxford and
Cambridge plan appears beyond our
reach. The progress of religious
thought, if it continues in the present
direction and at the present rate, will
soon change the aspect of this ques.
(ion. In the mcantime, one who has
been a student and tutor in a religious
college at Oxford, And who is now
connected with a secular university in
America, may be permitted to avow
his conviction that, whatever rnay be
the case with children, in those who
are of an age to go to college spon-
taneity is the essence of religion; that
compulsion breeds antipathy at least
as often as it does the reverse; and
that mqrally as well as intellectually
the most industrious college is the
best.

3. The curriculum both at Oxford
and Cambridge, till about five and-
twenty years ago, was confined to
classics and mathematics; and the
study of classics at Cambridge was
purely philological, while at Oxford it
included ancient philosophy, with
Aristotle for a text-book, and ancient
history. Now, physical science, his-
tory, and jurisprudence are included
as optional subjects for the final
examinations, and admitted to equal
honours with the old studies, though
classics and mathematics are still re-
tained as the general basis, and pre-
serve their ascendancy to a great
extent. Physical science, though it
has immense attractions and will
probably in time become the basis of
education, does not lend itself very
easily to the purposes of a university
curriculum: lectures in it may be
attended and notes of the lectures
may be taken, but the real benefit of
the study as a mental discipline can-
not be reaped without going through
a course of actual investigation and
experiment which can, scarcely be
compressed into three years, even if
the other studies are set aside. The
system is in a state of transition and

5M.4
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uncertainty, which will not be termin-
atcd till we have arrived at a more
definite idea than we now possess of
the object and functions of univer-
sities. In the Middle Ages a university
vas a place both of liberal and pro-

fessional education, as ivell as a place
of general study. The liberal educa-
tion% was preliminary and designatud
by arts, the professional education
was final and designated by the facul-
ties, the whole course, liberal and
professional, extending over sone
fourteen years. In England the pro-
fessional studies of law and medicine
hav-- now migrated from the universi-
ties to London. Is it desirable and
possible that they, or the more scien-
tific parts of them should be recail 1
to their ancient home? Ought the
university to be content vith giving
the -student a liberal education, or
ought it to put him in the way of
winning his bread and butter? Be-
hind these questions there is coming
up one of a more fundamental kind
which is likely to press upon us more
and more. What is the benefit de-
rived from residence at a university
by the general mass of young men
who have no particular taste for learn-
ing or science, and are not destined
to lead learned or scientific lives? Do
they, on the averege, get anything in
the way of useful culture or prepara-
tion for active life which repays then
for the sacrifice of time, the expens*
and the moral risk? Would not their
minds be just as well trained by the
study of a profession or by business?
Would they not pick up from books
and journals read at home nearly as
much of liberal culture as they carry
away from the university? In the
Middle Ages knowledge could be ob-
tained only in the lecture-room of
the professor; now it comes to you
through the press wherever you are:
you must still attend the demon-
strator, but the lecturer might almost

s well be attended by a short-hand

writer as by the class. Perhaps the
answer may sonicvhat vary with the
circumstances of different countries.
In England the number is very large
of young men, the sons of the terri-
torial aristocracy and the destined
rulers of the community, who do not
go into professions, and who, if they
were not learning somcthing and
undergoing sone sort of discipline at
the university, would be learning
nothing and undergoing no discipline
at all. Srnall enough, no doubt, is the
benefit that many of then receive;
still it is better than nothing, and by
giving their sons a lcnig course of
education men of wealth and leisure
pay the highest Sh"'ure in their power
to the country. It is said that a young
nobleman at Oxford was heard to call
out from his window, "If any fellow
is going anywhere to do anything, l'il
go with him." In his father's halls,
his lordly listlessness would have
been the sane, and at Oxford there
were, at all events, one or two places
to which university discipline forbade
him to go. These remarks may be
extended to such young heirs of
wealth as there are in the UYnited
States, and in one respect with greater
emphasis. The young English noble-
man or squire has, by the institutions
of thle country, enough political or
administrative work cut out for him
to pievent his sinking, as a rule, to
the lowest depth of Sybaritism; but
the young American millionaire, take
away his college culture and the tastes
that it may awaken, lias no such salt
provided to keep his mind and char-
acter from rotting.

It may be observed, in passing, that
the effects of the old classical culture
in England are not to be measured
by the number and writings of the
professional scholars. In these Ger-
many bas been far ahead of England,
though, whoever may have been the
greatest paleographist or antiquarian,
it would be bard to name a greater
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"Grecian" than Porson. But it would
scarcely be a paradox to say that the
reason why Ei,glishmen have edited
and commented upon the classics less
is th it they have read them more. * If
perfect familiarity with the classics
and a thoroughly classical taste are
enough in constitute a scholar, much
of the be. scholarship of England
would be hund anong amateurs.
Many arc the instances of statesmen
and proconsuls who through life have
kept up their classical studies in the
intervals of business, and have turned
to then as an intellectual haven in
their old age; while the political sen-
tinient of the ruling class has had in
t, for the :ast three centuries, a strong

ingredient drawn from republican
antiquity.

4. It becane clear at lcast thirty
years ago that a measure of university
extension would be needed, especially
'n the iriterest of a large class in the
north of England, generated by the
marvellous growth ofcommerce, which
desired a high education, but shrank
not only from the expense of Oxford
and Cambridge and the sacrifice of
time, but still more froi the contagion
of aristocratic extravagance and the
complete interruption of all business
connections and ideas. A plan wvas
framed at Oxford by those vho recog-
nized this exigency, but at the same
time wished to preserve the great
historic centres, the purity of the
national system, and the standard of
national degrees. It was proposed to
affiliate local colleges, of which there
were several already in existence, and
to permit the junior course to be gone
through and the lower degree'taken
at thé local college, the university
pres:ribing the curriculum and hold-
ing the examinations; while those
who desired to go through the senior
course and to take the higher degree
would be required to come into resi-
dence at the university. It was
thought that the junior course and

degrec would mecet the wan:s of men
destined for business, and that a local
college might provide an adequate
staff of teachers and apparatus for
that purpose. The plan was tabled
at the time, richly endowed bodies
being rather slow in their niovements;
but it lias now been called up again,
and is likely to be adopted. In the
meantime, however, circumstances
have changed. Owens College, Man-
chester, vhich would once have
accepted affiliation, bas grown to
what it deems the dimensions of a
university. It bas claimed university
powers, and, after a long controversy
and much hesitation on the part of
the goverament, it bas carried its
point. The resistance, which found
sympathy even among the trustees of
Owens College, and the hesitation of
the government, marked the aversion
of the friends of high education in
England to the multiplication of
universities vhich they knoiv will
be followed by a lowering of the
standard.

It remains to be seen whether Eng-
land, having once got upon the dan-
gerous slope, will be able to prevent
herself from sliding into that " one-
horse" university system which is the
bane alike of Canada and the United
States, and, like'some other things
among us-the state of the municipal
franchise, for instancc -seems to be

once deplorable and past remedy,
miice the weaker a dollege is the more

certain it is to cling to its isolation.
If the English need a warning example,
several of our one-horse universities
will furnish it to them with a ven-
geance. Nothing can be more patent
or more flagrant than the inadequacy
of sone of these' institutions to the
functions which they pretend to dis-
charge. A primary school convicted
of anything like a proportionate de-
ficiency of teacliers, books, and ap-
paratus would be at once closed. A
small university must of rlecessity be
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a bad university. It must of necessity
bc narrow intellcctually and socially:
it cannot provide itself with a proper
staf" of professors, or with a good lib-
rary, or with the collections and teach-
ing apparatus which science nowc de-
mands. All this is undeniable, but it
will not induce weak colleges to give
up theài inivcrsity powers.

In another way the one-horse uni-
versity system is likely to do mischief.
An untrammelled facility of gradua-
tion, with the present tendencies of
Amnerican society, is pretty sure to pro-
duce a rupply of graduates in excess
of the demand. In an early stage of
civilization the difficulty is in induc-
ing men to take to intellectual callings;
but now, and especially on this con-
tinent, the Iifficulty is the other way.
Founders of new colleges hardly con-
sider what is to be donc with all the
alunini whorn they will send forth.
The intellecial callings are becoming
overstocked, and it is cruel kindness
to multiply the number of cultivated
and sensitive natures condemned to
destitution.

Oxford and Cambridge are so richly
dowered with wealth, beauty, and his-
tory, and have such a hold on the
heart of the nation, that if they are
true to themselves they will probably
keep their place. Possibly they may
even re-absorb the University of Lon-
don. That institution was called into
existence only by the fatal bigotry
which, in the supposed interest of a
privileged church, excluded half the
nation from the national universities.
It has no staff of teachers, and is,
properly speaking, not a university
but a central examining board, con-
ferring degrees on all comers without
reference to their place of education
or to the course which they have gone
through, otherwise than as it is indi-
cated by the . examination. About
fifty years ago a new university was
founded, on the model of an Oxford
College, at Durham, out of the sur-

plus revenues of the cathedral. This
was an unseasonable revival of a Pro.
ject of Cromwell, forrned at a tine
when the communication betvecet the
north and south of England vas Icss
easy than at present. It has failed,
and the university is fain to give sub-
stance to its spectral existence by an
alliance with a medical school at
Newcastle.

5. Another subject of discussion,
and rather vehement discussion, is
the system of examinations. At Ox-
ford and Cambridge the examinations
for students ambitious of honours are
competitive, and more highly so at
Cambridge, where the candidates are
placed in order of merit, than at Ox-
ford, where they are ranked in four
classes and placed alphabetically in
each class. The intensity of com-
petition is greatly inrreased by such
pnus as the fellowships, which are
now bestowed on graduates by ex-
amination, and are of the average
value of $rooo a year. Various ob-
jections are now brought against the
system. It is said that the examina-
tion test is imperfect, that students are
apt to be overstrained and exhausted
by the effort, above all that the proper
objects of study are supplanted by am-
bition or pecuniary motives, and that
the genuine student is prevented from
following his natural bent, and forced
to direct his reading to the impending
examination. The practical question
must be whether the good or the evil
preponderates, and in England, per-
haps, the weight in the scale of good
may be increased by considerations
whicli have no place in America.
England is an aristocratic country,
and these university honours and
prizes, especially the fellôwships, keep
a door open for plebeian merit. On
the other hand, there are aristocratic
students in the English universities
out of whom it is impossible to
get any work without the spur. The
life of Lord Althorp is in every way
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intcresting as a history of an upright
public man; and it contains a remark
able proof of the uscfulness in sone
cases of coipetitive cxaimination.
Evidcntly, as Lord Althorp said hi.n
self, he would have sunk into a merc
sportsman, absorbed in h.unting or
shooting, and have becen lost to the
country, iad not his sense of his
powers been awakencd and his aimbi.
tion kindled by a collcge competition.
Against merc test examinations, with.
out competition, such as arc usual in
American colleges, nothing can wcll
be said. No other method of ascer-
taining proficiency has been devised,
and it will hardly bc pretendcd that
Newton or Faraday would have been
turncd from his natural bent by hav-
ing to pass a collcg. examination in
mathematics or chemistry. No doubt
love of the study and the duty of self-
culture arc much to be preferred as
motives to compulsion or ambition.
But to trust to tlhcse alone would be
to consign a large proportion of our
present students to idleness and vice.
If examinations are to be abolished,
the students must be picked. Im-
perfect, of course, apy examination
test is; but at Oxford and Cam-
bridge the result generally accords
with the previous reputation of the
students, so that the injustice can

4 hardly be very great. A university,
of course, is concerned only vith the
results of literary and scientific educa-
tion; it does not pretend either to
impart or to test any practical quali-
ties, except industry and perseverance,
and to quarrel with the examination
system for not selecting men of action
is to quarrel with a circle for not be-
ing a square. That in any examina-
tion which is tolerably managed mere
"cram"-that is, facts got up by rote
-can compete with real knowledge
few who have had expdrience in exam-
inations will assert. We should like
to see the man who, being ignorant of
mathematics, could be crammed sq as

to silve mathematical problems, or
who, being ignorant of Latin, could be
cranmed so as to write the language
corrcctly. But, as Mr. Lowc said,
"Crani is what I know and you don't,"

The student's hcalth, no doubt, is
somctimes injured by ovcrstrain in
prcparing for examinations: it is prob-
ably injured at lcast tcn times as oftcn
by the indulgences to which idleness is
prone. But there is no need for over-
straining. Even under the competi-
tive systen regular work for a mod-
erate nunber of hoirs cach day will do
all that can possibly be donc. The
mind is not a pitcher; it cau take in
knowledge only by an active effort, of
which it becones incapable when it is
jaded. In the examination itself, to
produce your kniwlcdge you must be
rcsh and vigorous; and the candidate
who wishes to succecd had better re-
duce than increase the number of his
hours of work as the time for the
ordeal draws near. Bad habits will
tell on the student as well a% on other
men. If your pupil breaks down, in-
quire whether ho is over-reading him-
self; but inquire also how many cigars
he smokes, and whether he works late
at night. Rise early, reward your own
virtue in so doing with a cup of tea
or coffee, if Dr. Dio Lewis is not
looking on; get a good deal of your
work djne before breakfast, when the
understanding, though not the fancy,
is at its best; spend the evening in
recreation, and sleep well. Then if
you.break down, you may justly charge
it to the account of examination or
Evolution.

The proposal to abolish examina-
tions presents itself in rather ominous
conjunction with an almost avowed
desire on the part of the holders of
acadenical endowments to rid thern
of educational duty, indeed of fixed
duty of every kind, and to turn the
headships and fellowships into places
of literary and scientific leisure.
Universities, it is said, ought to be
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dedicatcd not to education,' but to
research, Scepticism stili prevails as
to • the possibility of sclccting "rc-
scarchers," or of securing thcir activity
when they have becn selcctcd; and it
is not likcly to be allayed by the dis-
dainful tone in which the spokesmen
of the movcmcnt denounce the idea
of exacting anything of the researcher
beyond his existence. Expcrience is
against their policy. Neither tie hcad-
ships of colleges, which have been
hitherto almost sinecures, nor the
deancrics and canonries of cathedrals,
which have bcen entirely so, have
evcr produced anything, cvcn in the
theological line, at all proportionate
to their revenues, or which could even
justify their existence. But those who
do not wish to cast out education, or
to bring in sinecurism, do wish to pro-
vide for research. The professoriate
both at Oxford and Cambridge will
certainly be enlarged; the incomes of
professors will be increased, and Ici-
sure cnough for private research will
be sccured to the professors. A cer-
tain number of fellowships will prob-
ably be left without educational duties,
and the headships-the value of which
ranges from $5,ooo to $20,oo a year
-saving the clerical restrictions, are
likely to remain much as they are at
present. The universities will also be
provided witi funds for the assistance
of special researches, which most
people deen a more prudent invest-
ment than the endowment of re-
searchers. Already the university
presses bring out books, such as the
Icelandic Dictionary, which require a
large preliminary outlay, and would
hardly be taken up as a commercial
speculation by ordinary publishers.
Ample provision will thus be made
for the objects which, in America, the
Johns Hopkins University is specially
intended to promote. But universi-
ties, if they do their work well, will
beget research beyond their own pre-
cincts. They wili make the profes-

sions more scientific, and thus iulti-
ply Austins, 4John Hunters, and
Maincs. They will cause many a
private incone to be cmployce like
that of Cavendish or Fynes Clinton.
Mr. Morgan, of Rochester, and Mr.
Lea, of Philadelphia, are just as much
dcvoted to research as thcy would be
if they were living within collcge walls.
The intcllectual and scientific world
has grown far wider than it was when
cverything was concentrated in the
universities.

6. In throwing open the fellowships
and scholarships to examination, while
many obsolete prefercnces in elections
were unhesitatingly removed, hesita-
tion was felt in abolishing the prefer-
ence to povcrty. It was donc, how-
ever, and in the interests of poverty
itself, as is attested by the most com-
petent authorities, who assure us that
more poor youths make their way at
Oxford under the new than under the
old system. Need is indefinite, and
the person most id need is apt to be
the most importunate or the best
befriended. It is a cruel benevolence
which tempts a poor and virtuous
youth, who would be happy as lie is,
into an ambitious line of life without
satisfactory proof of his being able to
maintain himself at the new level; and
the only satisfactory proof is his suc-
cess in open competition. If anything
in the eleemosynary way is to be donc,
let it be by means of a fund secretly
administered by the college authorities
for the assistance of deserving students
in their need. The point is men-
tioned because it seems to have beefn
mooted in the United States.

7. Union of manual labour with
study, the generous vision of the
founder of Cornell, has never been
proposed in England, though in the
little universities of Scotland, it is
believed, there are still students who
work on the paternal farm in the vaca-
tion. The experiment appears to
have failed. Study and manual labour
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draw on the same fund .of nervous
energy, which is not sofficient to feed
both; and a man exhausted by study
requires relaxation, not toil. Some
people seem to fancy that the labour of
the hands alone is worthy of the name,
and that there is something despicable
in working with the brain; they might
as well despise an engraving tool for
nqt being a ploughshare. That uni-
versity graduates will go back toi the
farm seems, under the present con-
ditions of society, to be a dream.

8. Lastly, there is co-education.
The University of London has admit-
ted wornen, not without strong oppo-
sition by a part of its governing body;
but the University of London, as lias
been already said, is nothing but an
examining board. Oxford and Cam-
bridge have undertaken the examina-
tion of women who wish to become
teachers; they have always allowed
every one, whether students or not,
and without distinction of sex, to
attend the public' lectures of pro-
fessors; but they still hold out against
the admission of female students,
though Cambridge is closely besieged
by an foutpost of the invader, Girton
College, planted at its very gates.
Every engine is plied, appeals are
made not to reason only, but to senti-
ment, and enforced by a gentle intimi-
dation, to which those who cherish a
reputation for liberalism especially are
apt to yield. Clearly enough not only
this special question, but the more
general and far graver question as to
the future relations between the sexes,
is ikely to be settled by other influ-
ences than that of argument. Nature
will break a settlement which reason
has not dictated; but the experiment
may cost us dear: we inay find thýt it
is possible to unmake women, though
it is not possible to mnake men.

That the education of women ought
to be high we are all agreed. But un-
less the functions of the two sexes are
the same, high is not necessarily niale.

If the function of men, as a sex, is
labour, that of wotnen maternity and
the management of a household (arid
it is diflicult to see how the species
can be preserved under any other
arrangement), the presumption is in fa-
vour of some corresponding difference
in final education, and there can be no
illiberality in assigning to each sex
that which it needs, not that which it
does not need. If the two are des-
tined by nature to be conplements of
each other, to train them up as com-
petitors is not large-mindedness but
folly. The wealth of marriage will
certainly hot be increased by the
change. No man or woman can mas-
ter the whole circle ofknowledge and
accomplishments; the more diverse,
thàrefure, the acquirements of the two
partners, the richer the union will be.
Thoroughgoing rad'cals spurn the idea
that the interest of wedlock is to be
allowed to regulate these questiohs ;
but they will find themselves in collis-
ion with very deeply-rooted prejudice.
Physiological questions we leave to
physiologists, who are certainly nôt
unanimous in pronouncing that thë
full male burden of intellectual labour
can be safely imposed on the future
wife and mother. The danger would
of course be greater under the competi-
tive system of e.xamination at Oxford
and Cambridge than under the system
which prevails in the United States.
But it is hardly conceivable that the
feelings of young men and young wo-
men towards each other in England
should undergo such a change as to
admit of their competing against each
other. Nor are there many who would
wish to awaken in the breasts of
women the feelings which rivalry awa-
kens in those of men, and which, it
must be allowed, are a drawback on
the good effect of the prize. No cast-
iron rule need be laid down: our sys-
tem must be framed not for Mrs.
Somerville or Miss Martineau, but for
women as a sex.
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Supposing, however, that the final
education of men and·wolnen is to be
the same, it is a separate question
whether they can receive it in the saie
universities. We cannot draw an af-
firmative conclusion from an experi-
ment made with a few young women
probably of an exceptional character,
and certainly under the restraints of a
novel and delicate position; even
granting such experinents to have been
successful, which in the case of the
female students of Zurich appears more
than doubtful. We have to ask our-
selves whether the -young women of
the wealthier class generally can be
safely mingled in a university with the
young men ofthe saine class. Let any
mother,provided she is not an extreme
radical, decide. Ii America there are
excellent colleges for women, witli full
university powers, though we under-
stand that those among then which at
the outset professed and attempted to
give a complete male education have
found it necessary to make concessions
to sex, as all universities would if the
ntimber of females in them became
large. There is, in some quarteis, a
manifest desire to burst open doors
merely because they are closed ; but
gratitude is due those who, like the
liberal though stalwart President of
Harvard, decline, in mere deference
to such a desire, to jeopardize insti-
tutions which are doing good work .n
their own way.

9. Perhaps the list-even of serious
subjects would hardly be complete if
we left out athleticism, the extravagant
development of which in the English
universities flls with apprehension
many who are perfectly aware of the
connection between a sound body and
a sound mind. Success in athlétics,
notably in rowing, has now become an
object competing.nearly on a par with
the proper objects of a university, and
students plead training as a ground for
the intermission of their studies, which,
in fact, are incompatible with the

animalism of an athlete. This may
be partly the Nemesis of previous neg-
lect of physique, though the young
gentry of England can hardly be ac-
cused of having habitually sacrificed
the body to the mind ; but it is diffi-
cult to believe that the abnormal and
temporary development.of muscle can
really be conducive, as regular exer-
cise and exhilarating pastimes are, to
the normal and permanent health re-
quired to sustain intellectual labour in
after-life. Whether it is not the re-
verse of conducive to such*health is a
question not to besdecided by statistics
confined to the cases of celebrated
boating crews, which are sure to have-
been made up of picked men. The
main source, however, of the mania,
for it is nothing less, is, in England,
the emuof a wealthy and unemployed
class ; in the United States, imitation
of England. University authorities
have too often made themselves re-
sponsible for the growth of the ten-
dency by the homage they have suf-
fered themselves to pay to it. If their
unive-sities are gymnasia, their posi-
tion is hardly a sound one : raw beef-
steaks and the services of a trainer can
be had without the expense and risk
of going to college.

Horse-racing, the great pastime of
the aristocracyin England, has become
a sink of gambling and worse things.
Rowing, pedestrianism, and other
sports are being rap'dly sucked into
the same vortex. All alike are gather-
ing à train of ''professionals," who
turn a liberal pastime into a disreput-

.able trade. These men, mere brutes
many of them,'are exalted into idols,
their coarse society is courted, their
stolid sayings are repeated, the most
ridiculous details of their bodily con-
dition, the tidings-of their catarrhs and
boils, are mingled in cablegrams with
the most momentous items of intel-
ligence. They are compared to the
athletes of Greece, and their matches
to the Grecian games.
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It is idle to think that in the indus-
trial communities of modern times we
can revive the habits of the anSient
Greeks, bodies of slave-owners divid-
ing the leisure secured to them by the
labour of theirslaves between the gym-
nasium and war. Life now is too busy
and too serious. The ideal of " noble
boys at play," vhich the Greeks are
said to have realized, may be poetic,
but it cannot be ours. With the
Greeks, however, athleticism was not
mere play; it had in it an element of
usefulness which preserved it from be-
ing childish ; it was a preparation for
war when war was the principal busi-
ness of life, and when battles were de-
cided by personal prowess, not by
long-range rifles. Rowing a shell or
walking against time is almost as little
conected with anything useful as
trundling a hoop.

Moreover, the ancients did not con-
found muscular strength with intellect,
or put them on a par. Hercules is
represented with an unintellectual
head; and there are representations of
gladiators at Romewhich are evidently
caricatures of brute strength by artists'
who despised it.

At Oxford, while athletics flourished
in superabundant measure, the voluin-
teer rifle corps of the university lan-
guished and was with difficulty kept
on foot. Yet here was something really
Greek; here was the modern counter-.
part of the military duty performed'
to the eountry by every citizen of an
ancient republic. At Cornell Uni-
verbity and other institutions enjoying
Federal endowments, the American
Legislature lias introduced the require-
ment of military drill and instruction.
It is to be hoped that the law will take
effect. Drill and rifle practice are al-
most as good a recreation as any

game; they are not exhausting like
athletics; they are likely to give the
too-bookish student just the bracing
and the tone lie needs. If they are
not so necessary to the modern citizen
as warlike training was to the Greek,
they are necessary, though in a differ-
ent way. War is not likely to afflict
this continent since slavery is dead and
Jingoism will probably not be long-
lived. But war is not the only danger.
The labour riots which occured three
years ago at Pittsburg and elsewhere
revealed, by the lurid light of incen-
diary fires, the peril in'which a society
unarmed and without habits of military
co-operation always stands. America
is annually receiving from Europe
masses of immigrants more or less
nialcontent and unaccustomed to any
government but one of force; often she
receives men whose trade is indùstrial
conspiracy, and who have been ring-
leaders in the bitter conflict between
labour and capital in the Old World.
The arrny of the United States is very
small, and there appears to be a dis-
position to reduce it still further, on
the ground that it may be dangerous
to liberty, though it has never swerved
or shown the slightest disposition to
swerve from its civil duty, even under
the exciting and demoralizing influence
of a great civil war. A practical re-
cognition by American youth of the
military duty of all citizens in extrem-
ity is the only possible way of guarding
liberty against anarchy, relieving so-
ciety of its fears, saving honest indus-
try itself from ruin, and making con-
spirators feel that while every one has
full liberty of speech, however wild his
opinions may be, those who proceed
to lay violent hands on American
civilization will do it at their peril.-
Princeton Review.
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THE HISTORY OF EDUCATION.

M UCH of the attractiveness which
unquestionably attaches to the

study of the history of education is, no
doubt, due to the fact that it is, in
England at all events, a comparatively
new subject. In pursuing such a
,course we are journeying almost along
untrodden ways. It would be too
much, perhaps, to say that the soil is
actually virgin, so far as our own
country is concerned, for the works
of several distinguished Englishmen
prove the contrary. But this history
of education is - subject which needs
-revival almaost as much as education
itself did at the period of the Revival
of Learning in Europe, when the study
.of the special branch required must
begin. The Germans and the French
.especially the former)haveoutstripped
us in this matter. Thé Pädagogik of
the one and the Pédagogie of the other
have been formulated and methodised
when we are only just beginning to
think of setting our materials in order.
'That is mainly what we have to do.
There are aniple materials to hand;
what is required is to get them into
:shape. And the very first thing to be
done, seeing that the ways are thus
untrodden ways, is to draw up an
itinerarium, just as we should do if we
were about to venture forth into a new
country. By this is meant something
more than a mere syllabus, which is,
of course, a rudimental necessity. A
:synopsis, as much in detail as possible,
of the whole ground to be covered will
-certainly tend to clearness of concep-
tion and symmetry in arrangement. It
will be the scaffolding for the future
building, the outline to be by-and-by

filled in with lights and shadows, and
tinted with the proper colours.

Such a synoptical view is presented
in the admirable article on " Educa-
tion," by Mr. Oscar Browning, in the
ninth edition of the " EncyclopSdia
Britannica;" and atmuchgreaterlength
-but stili as a sketch in outline-in
that admirable little French work, the
"Histoire de la Péd -Nogie," by M.
Jules Paroz. To ? zombination of
these sketches, with side-references to
the works mentioned therein, the pre-
sent synopsis wilil be largely indebted
for the facts it seeks to group together.
We may pass over the ecclesiastical
schools of the Jews and the Egyptians,
not so much because they lie outside
the geographical limits of our-subject,
orbeyond itschronologicalboundaries,
each of which considerations may be
liberally dealt with in a comprehensive
survey cf the entire subject, but be-
cause the Jews * had little effect on
the progress of science, and also be-
cause ample justice can be done to
Egypt when one comes to consider the
transplantation of Greek learning to
Alexandria. The Greeks first deve-
loped a science of education distinct
from theological training; and it is, of
course, this secular phase of the sub-
ject with which, the student of peda-
gogics is principally concerned. They
divided their subjects of study into
music and gymnastics, attaching spe-
cial meanings to each of these terns.
Plato is the author of the first syste-
matic treatise on education.. The sub-

l In Paroz's " Histoire de la -Pdale"are given
the chief texts from Proverbs and Ecc esiastes bear-
ing on Hebrev education.
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ject was naturally and necessarily con-
nected with the unfoldment of his ideal
Republic; and it is in the discourse
bearing that name that we find the
fullest account of Plato's views on this
topic; but it is also treated in the
"Lavs"; and the two doctrines re-
quire some little manipulation to make
them harmonize. Plato's main posi-
tion is that the beautiful and the true
are coincident, and that the mind bst
fitted to grapple with the difficult prob-
lems of practical ife is thatt which has
been formed by the poetic process of
the contemplation of art. Music-
meaning by that term ail those studies
over which the muses presided-was
best fitted to excite the feeling of ten-
derness in the minds of the young;
while gymnastic exercises would
strengthen their characters and bodies
for the contests of life. Such a com-
bination of the moral, intellectual and
physical training, Plato calculated,
would issue in the formation of the
perfect character. fie proposed to
make instruction entirely a state affair.
Aristotle, too, whose view of education
is found in his treatise on Politics, also
views man as part of the state. To
live outside the state, he said, would
require a being greater or less than
man. Considering the feud that ivas
waged between the opposed systems
of Platonism and Aristotel.anism at
the time of the revival of learning, a
detailed study of those two systems
would be absolutely necessary in order
to guarantee an exhaustive view of the
history of education. Attention must
also be given to the practical work
done by Pythagoras and by the So-
phists-those earliest schoolmasters-
respectively.

The aim of the whole educational
system of the Romans was eminently
practical. It was only on the eve of
the great Hannibalic'War that the
Roman first had anything like a liter-
ary education ; and even so early as
that Greece began to take Rome cap-

tive, for the Roman tutors, as well as
the Roman writers, were frequently
Greek slaves. There is something
surely characteristic as to the genius
of the two nations wlhen we llud the

hoile of the Greeks become the ludi
of the Romans. Under the Empire
education was systematised ; and
Horace has left us an amusing picture
of his experiences as to the tender
mercies of the *' Plagosus Orbilius."
One great authority on the subject of
Roman education is Quintilian. He
treats the subject, so to say, parenthe-
tically, as, in fact, Plato and Aristotie
had done before him. His work is
on Oratory; but lie introduces inci-
dentally a complete sketch of a
theoretical education. Perhaps Quin-
tilian ha. been as much drawn upon
by later theorists in education as old
Robert Burton's " Anatomy of Melan-
choly » was by miscellaneous writers,
and sometimes with as slenderacknov-
ledgment of the source. John Mil-
ton said that the oratorical training
prescribed by Quintilian was compe-
tent to do even more than it proposed,
and to fit a man not only for the
rostrum of the rhetorician, but to make
him perform, justly, wisely, and mag-
nanimously, aIl the offices, both pub-
lie and private, of peace and waf.

Leaving behind us for the moment
these old world ideas on the subject
of education, and approaching the ine
of delimitation laid down by the Uni-
versity of Cambridge for the com-
mencement of the subject proper, we
find, first of al], the Christians down to
the fifth century educated in the Pagan
schools. It was at Alexandria that
special provision was made for Chris-
tian education under the auspices of
Clement and of Origen respectively.
The later Latin fathers, Tertullian,
Cyprian, and Jerome, would have the
line rigidly drawn between the two
systems.; and Augustine, when the
prayers of Monica at,last prevailed,*

• Paroz. p. 65.
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condemned with sone bitterness the
system to which he owed so much of
his influence. In the Middle Ages the
contrast was between monasticism on
the one side and chivalhy on the other.
The education was that of the cloister
or of the castle. Its object vas to
form the hermit or the knight. The
respect in which the female sex was
held largely differentiated the two
views. On the one side woman vas
regarded from the point of view of St.
Antony; on the other from that as-
sumed by the Troubadour. Though
leavened, of course, with a strong ele-
ment of ecclesiasticism, the tduca-
tional work that vas done within the
w alis of the monasteries is not to be
despised. Monte Cassino, * Fulda,
and Tours did good service in their
day and generation; but they certainly
did not succeed in conibining the dulce
with the utile. The ascetic idea was
carried into education, and study ýtas
not made a pleasure, or Quintilians
idea of tenderness in discipline carried
out. The course of seven sciences or
liberal arts divided into the trivium
(grannfiar, dialectics, and rhetoric),
and the quadrivium (arithmetic, geo-
metry, astronomy, and music) was
thus described in two doggerel hex-
ameters -

Gram., loquitur; dia., vera docet;; rhet.,
verba colorat;

Mus., canit; ar., numerat; geo., ponderat;
ast., colit astra.

One of the earliest expositions of
this systerm was that of Martianus
Capella, who, in 470, publiàhed his
Satyra in nine books, the first two
being devoted to what he called the
marriage of Philology and Mercury,
and then a separate book to each item
on the trivium and quadrivium respec-
tively. Cassiodorus, about the year
500, wrote the treatise, DeSeten Dis-
ct}/inis; and Cisio Janus compiled a

0 See Mullinger's " Schools of Charles the Great,"
p. 42.

metrical astronomy in hexameters,
much after the fashion of the Propria
que Maribus and Asin Præsenti, which
school-boys had to learn in the days
of the old Eton Latin grammar.. Over
against the seven articles of the mon-
astic quadrivium stood the seven
knightly accomplishments. These
were to ride, to swim, to shoot with
the bow, to box, to hawk, to play chess,
and to make verses, sometimes. in
Latin, oftener in Italian or Provençal.
It would scarcely be possible to imag-
ine a sharper contrast than between
the two rival trivia and quadrivia,
summniarising, as they did, two utterly
opposed types of character and train-
ing.

There were exceptions, of course,
even in the dark ages, to the prevail-
ing gloom. It was not ail dark. There
were, for instance, the schools of
Charles the Great, concerning which
Mr. Mullinger has written an intereat-
ing wotk, taking those schools as
typical of the revival of educaton in
the ninth century. Less than a cen-
tuTy after Charlemagne, King Alfred
restored letters and schools in Eng-
land, when they had been almost ex-
tinguished by the Danish invasion.
Yet his efforts were as unfruitful after
his death as Charlemagne's had been
in France: and the darkness deepened
into the Egyptian gloorm of the tenth
century, when, iL has been significantly
said, no heresies appeared. Even in
this century, however, the darkest of
Christian literature, the Arabs had
flourishing schools of learning from
Bagdad to Cordova. 0f their seven-
teen universitiep, Cordova was the
oldest, and had a library of 6oo,ooo
volumes. An elementary school vas
attached to 'every mosque, in which
reading and writing were taught, and
the pupils learned to recite poems by
heart, The rise of the scholastic phil-
osophy and of troubadour poetry, the
institution of universities, and the
return to a profound' study of the
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Greek and Latin classics were the
literary steps during and after the ele-
venth century by which the revival of
learning was reached. From the
twelfth and thirteenth centuries-the
era of the schoolmen-date twenty
universities, including those of Paris,
Montpelier, Oxford, Cambridge,
Bologna, Padua, Rome, Salamanca,
and Lisbon. Many of them were
spe.ial as to their faculties; Bologna
being devoted to law, and numbering
12,000 students at the end of the
twelfth century; Salerno made medi-
cine its peculiar province, and Paris
was thronged with students who were
anxious to probe the border-line on
which theology and philosophy met.

Certainly the most interesting of
those communities which preceded the
Renaissance was that of the Brethren
of the Common Life, established at
Deventer, in the Northern Nether-
lands, with affiliated institutions at
many other places. Though the rule
was to all intents and purposes mon-
astic, yet no vows were taken; and
while the instruction given was origi-
nally intended to be purely religions,
yet the rigorous repudiation of secular
learning was afterwards relaxed, and
the result of the combined regimen
was the formation of such a chafacter
as Thomas á Kempis, author of the
"Imitatio Christi," whose real name
was Thomas Haminerlein, and who
entered as a student at Deventer *
in the closing years of the fourteenth
century. All these types of education,
howe ver, disappearerl before the Re-
naissance an< the Reformation. It
is necessary to keep apart these two
distinct events, to which M. Taine
applies the names of the Pagan and
the Christian Renaissance respec-
tively. The education of the Re-
naissance is best reprn ented by
Erasmus; that of the'Reformation by

See for an interesting picture of Life at Dèventer,
"Christian :-chools and Scholars." Vol. IL, p. 337,
publisned anon; -iusly by Longmans (1867).

Luther aúd Melancthon. Speaking
of the new life of this period, Mr. Oscar
Browning terms it "the marvellous
resurrection of the min.d and spirit of
Europe when touched with the dead
hand of an extinct civilisation."
"Then," adds M. Taine, "literature
shot forth like a harvest." But we
must not forget that our aim is schol-
astic-let us say in preference pSda-
gogic-and not for the moment lite-
rary, in the ordinary sense of that
word. Two names stand out promin-
ently in this revival of letters, and each
has claims upon our consideration. In
1424 Vittorino da Feltre, who died in
1477, had gained fame as the first
practical schoolmaster of the Italian
Renaissance: and Castiglione, who
iyas born the year after Da Feltre's
death, left us in his Cortigiano (the
Counter) the sketch of a cultivated
nobleman of those days. Each of
these, however, affects a stratum of
society wlich cannot by any extension
of the term be called popular. Eras-
mus meets us one section lower down.
He has left us a minute account of
his method. He stands at the very
antipodes of Mr. Lowe, for the child
is to be formed into a perfect and a
pious man by means of Latin and
Greek. The Latin, however, that
Erasmus would have taught was to be
a living, not a dead, Latin, just as the
Greek of De Quincey was not a dead
Greek when he turned a Times leader
into it for amusement, or as the Greek
of Professor Blackie is not a dead but
a living Greek, when, writing to
modern Greeks, lie cuts pleasant jokes
to them on the old language. The
great point Erasmus insisted.upon was
that letters were to be taught inter
ludendum. The old Roman name for
the school was to go back to its origi-
nal etymology. Before the revival of
letters female education had declined,
but Erasmus would make the educa-
tion of girls as important as that- of
boys. Thus he stands at the very op-
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posite point of the compass froin the
old ascetic, monkish systen.

But still even this was the education
for the few. It was Luther who, as
has been well said, "brought the
sthoolnaster into the cottage" and
laid the foundations of the system

which is the chiefhonour and strength
of modern Germany, a systemr by
which the child of the humblest pea-
sant, by slow but certaii gradations,
receives the best education whih the
country can afford.-Te School-
master, Lbndon.

(To be continuted).

RECENT CH, NGES IN THE MATHEMATICAL EXAMINATIONS
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE.

1iw i. TODHUNTER, M.A., F.R.S., HONORARY FELLOW OF ST. joHiN'S COLLEGE,
CAMBRIDGE.

T H E mathematical examinationsconducted in the tniversity of
Canbridge hàve long exerted a power-
ful influence on the study of mathe-
matics both in England and in the
Colonies; a short account of the re-
cent changes made in the rules for
conducting the exaninations may
therefore be not without interest for
the readers. of the Canada Educational
.Mont/ly. I confine myself to the ex-
amination for mathematical honours.
This examination is open to students
who have resided at the University
for above three years and a quarter;
those candidate! who satisfy the ex-
aminers are divided into three classes,
called respectively, Wranglers, Senior
Optimes, and Junior Optimues; and
each class is arranged in order of
merit.

I shall not attempt to trace the
history of the Cambridge inathe-
matical examinations very fully; this
will be found with sufficient detai1, up
to the year i85o,. in a work by the
late Dr. Whewell, . entitled, On a
Liberal Education h; General, and with
Especial Referenc.< to tUe Uiversity.of
Causbridge. rhe general tendency of
the changes successively introduced
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has been to render the examinations
more severe, by increasing the extent
of matter involved -and the amount of
time occupied.

In January, 1839, the examination
for the first time occupied six days;
on each day two papers were set; to
somr of the papers two hours and a
half were assigned, and to others
three hours. In January, 1848, a
considerable change was made; the
examination now occupied eiglt days,
and was divided into two parts. First,
the elementary subjects were taken
during three days, and candidates
who failed to satisfy the examiners in
this part were not allowed to proceed
to the second part, which occupied
five days and was devoted to the
higher subjects. The elementary sub-
jects may be roughly defined as those
which do not require the use of the Dif-
ferential and Integral Calculus. The
method of conducting the examina-
tions, commenced in 1848, continued
until 1872 inclusive, with very slight
modifications. Subsidiary regulations
were introduced from time to time,
the main object of which was to de-
fine the range ofthe examination.; and
on the whole the following subjects

}57
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vere explicitly excluded: Electricity,
Ma,.netism, Heat, Elliptic Functions,
LaPlace's Co-efficients, Capillary At-
traction, and the Figure of.the. Earth.

A system of examination which
renained substantially unchanged
during twenty-five years, may be sup-
posed tu have worked reasonably
vell; but in these days of incessant

revolution, an in,titutun which lias
endured for a quarter of a century is
naturally exposed to the charge of
being superannuated. Accordingly,
another system was introduced in
1873: the examination now occupied
nine days, and extended, with scarcely
any exception, over the entire range
of pure and mixed mathematics.

In a volum'e entitled, Tte Conflict
of Studies, and other Essays connected
with Education, published in 1873, I
discussed the new system of examina-
tion just introduced, and passed a
very unfavourable judgment on it.
The force of the objections then
urged has been fully justified by ex-
perience; the difficulty of conducting
a competitive examination by written
papers over such an enormous extent
of subjects, soon became obvious,
and such attempts as were made to
overcome the difficulty proved to be
quite inadequate.

Accordingly, a Committee, called
in academical language a Syndicale,
was appointed in May, 1877, to con-
,iier the higher Matheinatical Studies
and Examinations of the University.
The Syndicate presented a report to
the University on March 29, 1878;
in this the difliculties which had been
found to attend the working of the
scheme commenced in 1873, were
thus stated in moderate and cautious
language:

"At present this examination is con-
ducted in accordance with a scheme
which, approved by the Senate on
June 2, 1868, first came into opera-
tion in January, 1873. The principal
changes introduced by that scheme

lay in a large addition to the subjects
of examination and in the arrange-
ment of the subjects in divisions, each
division having a definite amount of
credit, or marks assigned to it, made
known approximately beforchand to
the students. Although the experi-
ence of the working of that systeni is
still a short one, the Syndicate be-
lieve that it is long enough to show
that the system exercises an unfavour-
able influence on Mathematical study.
By the extension of the range of sub-
jects the severe strain of the compe-
tition has been int nsified to an
injurious extent; and, moreover, the
hope expressed in the Report recom-
mending the scheme, that Students
would be cncouraged by the new
regulations to acquire an accurate
and well-digested knowledge of a few
subjects, instead of attempting im-
perfectly to master a great number,
has not been realized. In the words
of the Mathematical Board (Report,
May 15th, 1875) it appears that the
attention of the great majority has
been spread over too wide a field for
accurate or thorough knowledge to
be attained in any division. The
Syndicate are satisfied that under the
present system a large number of
Students are led, in the hope of gain-
ing higher places in the Tripos, to
attempt matter really beyond their
grasp, to the neglect of that habit of
thoroughness and precision in the
less advanced subjects in .which the
educational value of the study in
great degree subsists."

The Syndicate suggested a new
scheme, which however ivas only
partially accepted' by the University;
the principal novelty which it exhibi-
ted being rej tcted. The most ad-
vanced mathematical subjects were
thrown into two groups, which were
to be taken in al/erna/e years, while
the elementary subjécts, and what we
may call the internediate subjects,
were to be taken every year. One
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of these two groups consisted of
Higlier Algebra; Higher part of
Thcory of Equations; Higher Ana-
lytical Geonietry, Plane and Solid;
Hydrodynamics, including Waves and
Tides; Sound; .Physical Optics; Con-
duction of Heat; Vibrations ufSprings
and Bars; Elastic Solids. The other
group consisted of Finite Differences;
Higher Definite Integrals; Elliptic
Functions; Theory of Chances, in-
cluding Combination of Observations;
Newton's Principia, Book I., Sections
ix., xi.; Lunar and PlanetaryTheories;
Figure of the Earth; Precession and
Nutation; Electricity; Magnetisn.
Thus the suggestion anounted to this,
that a student might entirely omit
one of these groups or the other,
according to the year in which he
presented himself for examination.

It is obvious that many objections
may be urged against this rough me-
chanical remedy for the unwieldy
extent of the examination, and we
cannot wonder that the University
refused to adopt it. A more advan-
tageous method of obtaining the end
might have been proposed. Let the
examination extend every year over
the elementary and intermediate sub-
jects, and in addition let certain of
the most advanced subjects be taken,
notice of which has been given at a
previous date, say three years before.
Thus if an important work were pre-
scribed on any high mathematical
subject, as for example, Probabilhty
or Electricity, this would naturally be
appointed as a text-book. for examina-
tion; and on the other hand Univer-
sity professors might arrange their
lectures so as to assist students in
mastering a selected subject. How-
ever,, as the University rejected the
proposition of a fixed cycle of sub-
jects, the Syndicate had to devise
some fresh expedient.

Accordingly, on October 25, 1878,
the Syndicate made another report to
the University, and the suggestions

then offered were adopted. Thus,
finally, a ncw schene has been con-
structed, which will come into opera-
tion for the first time in 1883. The
main provisions of the schcmne arc
these. The examination will in future
be divided into three parts. The 6rst
part, consisting of the clemnentary sub-
jects, will occupy threc days; those
who fait to satisfy the examiners on
this part vill not be allowed to pro-
ceed further. The second part, con.
sisting of the intermediate subjects,
will occupy three days. Both these
parts of the examination will be car-
ried on during the month of June;
and the candidates who pass will be
arranged in order of merit in the
three classes of Wranglers, Senior
Optimes, and Junior Optimes. Only
the Wranglers will be alloved to pro-
ceed to the third part of the exam-
ination, which is to occupy three days
of the following December, and to
include all the advanced subjects.
These subjects will be arranged in
groups, and the questions so adjusted
as to allow a candidate to .istinguish
himself on a selection of the subjects,.
made by himself. Candidates who
satisfy the examiners in the third
part are to be placed in three divi-
sions, and each division is to be
arranged al»habedically.

The most important point in the
new scheme of examinations is that
involved in the word alehabetica/ly.
This is the first attempt vhich has
been made to moderate the excessive
competition which lias for a long time
attended the higher , mathematical
examinations at Cambridge. At the
University of Oxford, the systerm of
placing the nen in classes, and ar-
ranging each class alphabetically, has
long prevailed; while at Cambridge,
arrangement in order of merit has
been almost universal. Each systeni
has its disadvantages, and it has been
said that Oxford examiners were often
tempted to wish for the Cambridge
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system, and Cambridge exanm.inxers to
wish for the Oxford system. At
Cambridge, however, thcre is a grow-
ing desire to moderate the excessive
competition, and many hope that the
'ixt scheme for regulating the mathe-
matical examination will effect. some
improvement.

A few words must be added with
respect to another examination on
high mathematical subjects, naniely,
that for Snith's prizes. Dr. Snith,
formerly Master of Trinity College,
left in' 1768 two annual prizes, now
anounting to about £23 each, for
two commencing Bachelors of Arts,
the best proficients in Mathematics
and Natural Philosophy. Froni the
year 1769 to the present date the
przes have been annually awarded;
the examination takes place a few
days after the close of that for mathe-
matical honours, but is conducted by
another set of examiners. When the
prizes were originally instituted, the
examination by which the places of the
Wranglers, the Senior Optimes, and
the Junior Optimes were determined,
included other subjects besidesMathe-
niatics and Natural Philosophy; and
accordingly there was nothing strange
in the institution of a speciaf examin-
mion and prizes for these selected
subjects. But the former examination
has now for many years been confined
t > the subjects for which the Smith's
prizes are bestowed; and thus the
anomaly is presented of two indepen-
dent examinations, conducted ii the
course of a single month, for appar-
ently the same end. The existen•:e
tif the second examination seens to
have ben defended on the ground
that it was different in character
from the-first, and devoted in general
to the more advanced parts of Pure
and Mixed Mathematics. But the

4system which was commenced in
1873 removed even this slender ex-
cuse for a double examinati 'n, be-
cause it extended the first examination

over the entire range of matlcmatics;
and in the work already named the
present w iter cndeavoured to shew
that the continu mce of the Smith's
prizes examination, as theën conducted,
could not be justified. In this matter
also time has decidcd in favour or
the writer's opinion; for since 1873,
the undesirable resulit as too fre-
quently occurred that the Smith's
prizes examiners, by their award, have
reversed the judgment already pro-
nounced by those who arra'gcd the
list of wrangleis. For example, in
the year 1879, the first, second, and
third wranglers were passed over, and
the Smith's prizes given to two canui-
dates who stood next on the list of
wranglers. In the last scheme for
conducting the mathematical exam-
inations, it is proposed that the
examination for Smith's prizes should
cease, and the prizes be in future
given for the best two essays on a
subject or subjecti in Pure Mathe-
matics or Mixed Mathematics.

In conclusion, I ivill briely advert
to one circunstance which exerts a
strong influence on the studies and
examinations of the University of
Cambridge, namely, the valuable
prizes which, under the name of
Fel/owshes, are gained by those who
secure the foremost -place in the
Academic contests. The emoluments
of a Fellowship vary according to the
conditions of tenure and the financial
prosperity of the different colleges;
as a rough average, we might perhaps
take an income of two hundred and
fifty pounds a year for ten years. In
most cases the fellowship is terminated
ny marriage, and in miany cases can-
not be retained for more than an
assigned peri id, unless the holder
becomes a clergyman of the Estab-
lished. Church. As a testimony of
ability and an introduction to a future
career the indirect value of a fellow-
ship considerably exceeds the direct
money payment. A late eminent
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Cambridge sciolar considered that
the frst place in cither Mathe-
m ttical or Classical Honours might be
estimatcd as worth ten thousand
pounds. In a recent biography of
Bishop Selwyn, justly honoured on
both sides of the Atlantic, the pre-
posterous estimate is offered that a
Fellowship was cquivalent to sixty
thousand pounds. However, when
reducced to sober fact, the value of a
Fellowship, direct and indirect, is a
substantial amnunt; and on the aver-
age, the first six or seven vranglers
succeed in obtaining fellowships.
Hence arise many distinctive charac-
teristics of the University system; for
initance the severe competition an I
the strong excitement connected with
the examinations for honours. To
thisit isowingthat the miathematicalin-
struction is alnost entirely in the hands
of private tutbrs; rvery candidate
seeks for the special trainingvhich may
best suit him in his struggle for dis-
tinction in the examinatioL:s. Thus,
too, it happens that the professors of

the Univer.ity, though men of the
Most conspicuouq ability and repu-
tation, do not gain many hcarers of
their lcctures. Quite recently a dis-
tinguishe-1 Professor gave a course o-f
lectures to a single student; the note-
book of the student showed that the
course had been extremely good.
Perhaps, however, the attempt to
teach the higher parts of m11athem i-
tics by lectures is a mistake. and
should now be abandoned in favour «e
of the publication of standard treat.
ises.

The Universities of Oxford and
Canibridge are at prescnt in the
hands of Commissioners appointe I
by Parliament for-the sake of effect-
ing changes and reforms. .Time will
shew vwhether any stcce; attends
their efforts; the united revenues of
the colleges in the two Universities
cannot fall short of half a million of
pouids annually, and ail rnust wish
that such a large income should be
expended in the most advantageous
manner.

THE HUMAN EYE: ITS STRUCTURE, FUNCTIONS, DEFECTS,
AND PRESERVATION.

BY T. W. MtLLs, M.A., M D., RESIDENT PHYSICIAN OF HAMILTON CITY HOSPITAI.

T HE humati eye has been, since
poets sund, the thene of rapturous

description in their undying numbers;
its glances have kindled into devotion
more hearts than ail the rest of the
features of the face combined; its use
brings more knowledge than any other
sense, perhaps than all the others,
apart altogether from reading, by
which latter, by the way, less of our
real knowledge isacquired thanwe sup-
poe. In barbarous ages the greatest
ptunishinent inflicted, short of death,
was the loss of the eyes. The blind

are, universally, objects of the greatest
pity; yet in view of ail this there is,-if
not a sad lack of k iowledge in regard
to the ineans of preserving the eyç-
sight, certainly a lamentable decay in
the world's oculat power in the mass,
and an ever-increasing necessity to
use at a very early age the various
forms of "artificial eyes"-one of the
results of our "advanced civiliz-ation"
of which we are wont in this century
to be so proud. Before the discovery
of printing and the diffusion of read-
ing matter, ay sort of dissertation on

561
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the cye would have bcen compara-
tively superfluous. "In nuch wisdom
is much gricf" indced, as far as the
organ of sight is concerncd, in modern
times at least. It is a tact of' whicli
educators, parents, and all intercstcd
in gcncral progress cannot he too vell
awarc that: (i.) In gencral wcakness
of the organ of vision, and in short-
sightcdness. there is n notable increa<c
in the nuimber of persons affected

, throughout the civilized world. (2.)
This is most marked in the umost

.highly civilized countries; lands in
which illiteracy is least conmon, and
in which the highest learning abounds,
notably in England, France, America,
and Germany, especially the latter.
(3.) The age at which short-sight
commences and reaches a most in-
convenient degrce of development is
constantly and rapidly lessening; so
that now a vast number of very young
children are near-sighted. (4.) In
both the number of persons affected
and in the age at which the disease or
infirmity appears, there is a marked
change for the worse within the past
decade. The aim of the writer, in
this paper, will bc to so far deal with
the subject and so explain in a brief
and popular way the anatomy and
physiology of the eye that those of
his readers who may not perhaps be
fully aroused to the importance of the
subject already will feel that it is one
of those matters which should daily
influence the actions of educators
who inav, by a few common-sense
safeguards,. assist in preserving the
most valuable of our organs of sense,
and thus confer on their students a
lasting benefit.

Anatony and Physioogy of the
Eye.*-Let any student who desires

* The reader is earnestly urged to pursue the study
of the eye bv the dissections proposed, as difficulties
will then disappear that will ntherwise be insur-
mountable. The technical terms a e not essential to
a correct understanding of th- >iubjcct; but are in-
serted for those more especially who may wish to
have their knowledge in a scientfic form.

to undcrstand the anatony of the cyc
and have thcrcfore a sure basis for a
sound physiology, obtain two ox'%
eyes, the large size of which is an
advantagc in this case; boil one until
it is quite solid throughout, and pre-
serve the other for use in the natural
state: both should be fresh. Divide
the boiled one with a sharp knife in
a direction from before backwards;
this will show the relative position of
the different parts, especially of the
various bodies that act as lenses;
while a transverse section of the un-
boiled eye (bcst made witl a sharp
scissors) will prescnt a more truthful
and detailed picture of the gencral
appearance in life. The folloving, to
describe briefly, may be obscrved, and
the appearances are sufficiently like
those or the human eye to answer
à1imost every purpose; i. Entering at
the back, nearer the internal than the
outer part of the ball the optic nerve:
aftcrwards expanding as the inner-
most coat or tunic of the eye, is the
rc/ina which is almost transparent
and of very delicate structure; its
purpose the reception of impressions
from the rays of light. 2. Next to
this, passing outwards, the choroid
coal, thicker than the preceding and
rendered quite opaque by abundance
of black pigment; its purpose the
absorption of rays of light passing
through the retina, so that they may
not berefracted and thus blurthe image;
this is also the vasultar coat, or that
in which blood-vessels are most abun-
dat-. 3. Outermost, the dense, tough,
inelastic, thick sclerotic tunir; vhose
great purpose is to confine, keep in
place, and protect the more delicate
parts within. 4. All these tunics end
abruptly anteriorly, where, like a seg-
ment of a smaller sphere set into a
larger, or like a watchi crystal in its
case, we see the thick but perfectly
transparent and colourless cornea,
which is without blood-vessels and in
structure allied to cartilage. 5. Sus-
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Pended like a éircular crtain, with an
opening in the centre (pupil), across
the eye and attached at the junhtion
of the scleroti with the cornea is the
iris, a muscular structure the most
delicate of this class in the body,
composed of fibres that radiate from
the circumference to the centre, but
with a ring of circular fibres to con-
trol the size ofthe central opening or
pupif; the puipose of the entire
arrangement being, in fact, to regulate
the quantity of light adinitted to
the retinua. 6. Sonie little processes
<ciliary bodies) which serve to steady
the crystalline lens. ' 7. The crystalline
lens, a bi-convex, beautifully trans-
parent object, with a very hard centre.
This object is the most important of
the refracting bodies in the eye; the
aqueous humour, which fills up the
space in front of the lens before and be-
hind the iris, being comparatively un-
important. 8. The vitreous humour,
intermediate m density between, the
aqueous and crystalline lenses fills
the greater part of the cavity of the
ball which lies behind the crystalline
lens. The supernumerary apparatus
connected with the visual orgaris is
especially important, not to vision,
but to the preservation of the main
parts of the eye in good order; and in
protecting and saving it go that it may
perforr its fûnctions agreeably and
for as long a peiiod as the genetal
Or anism of the individual may last.
Of these supplementary parts the prin-
''pal are: i Eyelids, whih are com-
ýôsed of cartilage (translucent) cov-
déd with skin external1 and mucôus
inemb-ane interrially, in thé latter of

.which soffinêgrhnds ai-e imbedded. 2.

ýye6 en&Ws and tr'è/aihes tO protect the
e froin dusr, s'wdat, excess of light,
tc., not to 'spehk of their relation to
oieliriess. 3. The lacrymal gland,

situated at the upper and oúter part
fihe socket of thé eye; its sècre-

tiori (teaïs) seMng to eëanse the eye
_6nstantly, aiid to lubricate'an organ

that is in alnost éôntirrudus riotioÉi
during waking hours; the surplus
flid being carried off into the nasal
cavity by the lacrymal duct, situated
at the inner angle of 'the eye-lidâ.
Special attention is directed to tht
tonjunctiva, 'the mucous membrane
tha lines the inner surface of both
lids and is thence reflected across the
front 'of the globe of the eye in which
part it must, of course, be transparent.
This membrane is of the utm'ost
importance: in 'almost all. diseased
states of the organ of sight it is more
or less inflamed. " Sore' eyes " gt n-
erally means inflammation of the
conjunctiva-it is, in fact, very much
exposed. If a clear idea of the
anatomy of the eye has been gained,
in the practical way proposed at the
commencement of this description,
the physiology of the organ of sight
may be readily comprehended.

Physiology of the Eye.-The rays
of light pass through the transparent
conjunctiva covering the cornea; then
through the latterare adtnitted through
the pupil, the sizè of which depends
upon the action of the iris (a reflex
one)-the opening bëihg greater the
smaller the quantity df light ; when
the rays reach the aqueous humbtr,
or rather when passing through "the
cornea, réfraction begirs. while owing
to the crystallirde lens béliag bi-conyex
its refractlng power is so' great thàt
with the help of the vittebus huinour
when the rays reach the back of the
eye and fall on 'the netina (chiefly thàt
point àlIed thë "t yellow spot," the
mbst sensiti#e 'part) it is found 'that
they have crosséd eaêh other so that
the image formed is tiecessarilvin-
verted. Now were it not that the iris,
which is opaque from its being pig-
mented on its posterior surface, cuts
off all but. central rays, and thus
focuses the #nage at the back of the
eye.; and were it not that the choroid,
bVits pigment, absorbs rays that paps
through the retina, there could be-no
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perfect image formed, and conse-
quently no distinct vision. Now, that
the crystalline body aets as a power-
ful lens may be demonstrated by
removing it from the freshly obtained
eye of some ahimal and placing it
over a mark, such as an arithnetical
character, when it wilt cause the latter
to appear much magnified.

To 'understand clearly the various
aberrations in vision, the manner in
which the image is formed on the
retina nust be kept Very fully in
view. It must be remembered that
by the power of motion in the eyes
by which they adapt to the 'position
of the object, and by the power in
the leris capsule by which the lens
itself is altered in shape, the eye can
quickly and readily suit itself to the
distance of objects andalwiys when
perfect vision' is to be attained must
the image' fall exactly on the retina
-not before it or behind it. What
change takes place in the anatony of
the eye which renders the subject
short-sighted (inyopic)? A very mark-
ed one indeed. The eye becomes
too large ; its long diameter too gredi,
that is its antero-posterior diameter,.
(its measurement fróm before back-
ward.) The greater prominence' of
the segment of the smaller gpbere
(cornea),' the greater bulging of the
éye; the starinig àppearance of mfyope
eyes is dtë to this real enlargement.
Exactly the opposite takes place in
the eyes of the aged; they get smnal1er
partake in the common shiivelling and
waste ; the eye'is shorter from befbre
backwards, in consequence the corbea
and crystalline, lens- flatten. As A
result of these two opposite states it
will at once be seen that the myoc
eye refràcts light too strorgly, while
the Presbyopic' eye does 'not focus
stfrongly enough.' The one cla-s of
persons have lherefore to use conceave,
the other èonvex ' Iaàses, to. corréct
the tespective 'deficiénies lot théir
ôi-gans of sight.! Thé nedtighted'

person brings objects close to the face
so that the lenses of his eyes rhay be
required to exert rnoe refracting pow-
er-in other words, to bring the image
in the proper place on the retina,
and not before it. As distance from
the object lessens the amount of
refràction requîred for a perfect image,
the aged hold objects off to correct
the defect of their organs. The great
evit, however, that educators have to
grapple with is myopia, which is in-
creasing noïiceably in all our schools.
Before inquiring into its causes it
may be well to consider some of its
necessary sequences. B y watching
anyone looking at an object, it vill be
observed that the nearèr the object is
broùght to the eyes, the more they
incline inwards towards the nose, uhtil
finally they cannot move any further
in this direction, when they give up,
as it wére, either closing and thefi
looking outwards or forwards, or iti
sone way alieriig their 'direction.
Each 'ye is moved by six niuscles
attached behind to the niost posterior
part of the socket, and in front a short
distanýe behind the junctiôn 'of the
sclerotic and cornea. Now if frof1
any inherited weakness, or if froif
extëssive usre in turning the eyed
inwards, due to myopia, any of theÈw
muscles get'readively lveakened, the
result 'must be that the qtronger oleg
will overpiower the -weaker-the eyê
*iIl lnvoluntarily ttn in the wrolig
directiî'n, and sqtiiht (strabismug) #ill
be the -resuit. Again, the *excessiVd
motion of the ball, pehaps the undue
pressuté onit, togethér with the cen-
àtant bending down of the headftI0
look at books on tables, to Write, stO4
favours congestion or exéess ôf blood
ir the' visual organ, and thus eaf
ge'atee the size -of the eye, and
necessity the myopia; go, that ifW 01
habits be-perevered in the case inugt

go frtn bad to worseý Maovi
thete are fev rnyopic personswhead
not weak-ed, if not subject *
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tacks of acteai inflammation. But
what are the causes of this prevalent
infirmity in the youth of our day ?
This is a highly important question
for educators to consider. Waiving
a scrofulous taint, poor digestion,
owing to faulty habits in eating, etc.
-the cause above all others that is
operating in producing this form of
degeneration, as of so many others
among intellectual people, is excessive
use, and especially in this case over-
use, amid unfavourable surroundings.
N>iw happily ve can, if we will, strike
at the root of these evils. Wlt are
the racts ? A very young child is re-
quir.d for five or six hours of each
day to look at small characters in
bo,>ks, on maps, black-boards, etc.,
and to " pay attention " all the time.
This is not all; he is required again
to con books, for some hours often,
at night. Now if any other organ
were thus used, would it hold out any
better than the eye? With the youth
preparing for a severe examination
this strain is frequently continued till
midnight, or after it. No man ever
burned "midnight oil," for any length
of time, who did not pay for it sooner
or later, and dearly too, by some de-
fect in the organs of vision. But
after al], it is not alone to over-use,
but to a very large degree to the cir-
cumstances under which the organs
are used that rnyopia must be attri-
buted in not a few cases. The great
lawv of rest is violated as in the case
of no other organ of the body, unless
perhaps, the brain. The student
does not cease to look when his eyes
are warning him- by the sense of
fatigue. When the light becon--s an
enemy why does lie not withdraw his
eyes from that enemy ? Most people
will stop eating when their stomachs
are full; very few are equally ready
tu shut out excess of light fron
tie eye. The eyes, however weakly
t iey may be, rarely suffer in the open
air with diffused day-light. Educa-

tors nust deal with two capital evils :
(i) 'hie introduction of light into the
school-rooin in such a way that it falls
directly on the visual organs of the
pupils. (2) Leaving rooms ertirely
unprovided with any means of regu-
lating the supply of light. A steady
light is inost essential; every one
knows the consequence of looking
steadily at the sun-momentary blind-
ness; surely then sudden changes
must tell injuriously, if in a less de-
grec, than in the case just cited. Nov
observe that in the open air the eyes
are but little exposed to such sudden
changes. A third matter must be
attended to by the parent and the
stident himself-that is, protecting
the eye from the direct glare uf lamps.
All persons shoul I have a.1 ordLn try
shade on the lamp by which thèy
read; while those afflicted with myo-
pia should take speciftl precautions
as to position of the body, etc., so
that the eyes may have just the exact
quantity of light they can comforta-
bly bear; and that coming to therm
in a direction such that neither by
reflection nor refraction shall it im-
pinge directly on the organ of sight.
During sleep the room should be dark,
so that the eye may have perfect rest;
to lie facing a window will act injur-
iously on this sensitive organ; (or it
vill be rernenbered that, though the
eyes be closed, the cartilages o' the
lids admit a certain quantity of light.
The great remedy for almost all ordi-
nary ailments of the eyes, and espe-
cially of short-sight, is rest. Books
must be abandoned, especially at
night; the rooms used dimly lighted;
the window-blinds green or blue, and
numerous other common sense pre-
cautions taken to ensure as much
optical rest as possible. All oculists
are agreed that spectacles to correct
myopia should be used; the writer
has, however, known a case of well
marked short-sight cured in two years
with attention to the principles of
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-rest insisted upon above, the use of
blue glasses merely to protect the
eye; with attention to the general
health. It is almost needless lo re-
-mark that in this case there was de-
cided relaxation from the severe strain
of study that had been indulged in
for some time previous, and to which
the myopia was almost entirely due.
The writer would draw special atten-
tion to a fact not commonly recog-
nized, that an over-heated, dry, ànd
impure atmosphere has a most injur-
ious effect on the eye-sight. There
are a great many other points in con-
nection with this subject that demand
.attention, but this paper has already

reached a sufficient length, nor can
the great question of the education
of the eye be taken up on this occa-
.sion without unduly trespassing on
the reader's patience, which has been
somewhat taxed already, unavoida-
bly in a subject requiring unusually
close attention. If the anatomy and
physiology of the organs of vision
have betn made clear; if serious
practical mistakes have been exposed;
if the few common-sense hints offered
be acted upon; some little service will
have been rendered for a class of
cases that do not reflect favourably
on our civilization.

OPPORTUNITY.

IN harvest times, when fields and woods
Outdazzle sunset's glow,

And scythes clang music through the land,
It is too late to sow.

Too late ! too late !
It is too late to sow.

In wintry days, when dreary earth
Lies cold in pulseless sleep,

With not a blossom on her shroud,
It is too late to reap.

Too late ! too late !
It is too late to reap.

When blue-eyed violets are astir,
And new-born grasses creep,

And young birds chirp, then sow betimes,
And thou betimes shall reap.

Then sow ! then sow.!
And thou betimes shall reap.
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ARTS DEPARTMENT.

ARCHIBALD MAcMURCHY, M.A., MATHEMATICAL EDITOR, C. E. r.

Our correspondents will please bear in mind; that the arranging of the iratter for the printer is greatly
facilitated when they kndly write out their contributions, intended for insertion, on one side of the paper
ON LY, or sa that cach distinct answer or subject may admit of an easy separation fron other matter without
the neccssity of having it re-written.

We have received solutions to a number of the questions proposed in our last issue, but our space will
admit of giving only two of them; these are by the proposer, Prof. Edgar Frisby, M.A., Naval Observatory,
Washington. Solutions were also sent in to the same problems by Messrs. Bartn and MacMurchy, Uni-
versity College, Toronto.
. It is with special pleasure that we direct the attention of our readers to the article on recent changes made
in the rules forconducting the examinations for honours at the University of Cambridge, which appears in this
number, frôom the pen of the eminent and well-known Cambridge Mathematician, Isaac Todhunter, M.A.,
F.R.S., widely knovn in this country through his many and valuable works on Mathematics. The writer
of the article is also the author of the volume "The Conflict of Studies, and other Essays connected with
Education," published in 1873, a book which every educator should have and carefully read.

SOLUTIONS.

A solution for the following has been asked
for :

Let ABC be an isosceles triangle; BA,
BC cqual sides; produce BC; draw ED
cutting AC in D so that ED=D, B point
in side AB and F in side BC produced;
prove £B+BF=AB+BC.

.- Let ABC be an isosceles A havingthe Z
BAC = / BCA. Produce BC, and draw
EDFso that ED=DF; then EB+BF=
AB+BC. Join EC and AF, and draw
EG+FH 1 to AC. Then since ED=DF,
Ž EDC= CDF, andA EAD=DAF,

whole / AEC=whole A CAF,

.. EG = I FH,

and L EGA = rt. L = L CLF,

and Z HCF= BCA = Z BAC.

.*. EA=FC (26.1),

to each add EB and BC,

EB+BF=AB+BC.

F. BOULTIJEE, Univ. Colt.

4o. Sum to n terms and to infinity.

37 
i [7.83 4.5.6 4-..6.7 5.6.7.8 .

The second differences in the numerator
are constant, and therefore it can be assumed
to be of the form (ans + bin + c), making
nl= 1, 2 and 3 respectively, we have the three
equations

,qa-sn a+ b+c= 7
4a+2b+c=7

9a+3b+c=17
whence a=i, b=i, c=e5,
and the tth term is

ne+n±5

(n+2) (n+3) (n1+4) (n>+5)

This can be resolved into partial fractions
of the form

A B C D
n1+2 nl+3 1+4 n7+5

n2 +n+5

(nl+2) (n1+3) (nl+4) (n+5)'

7 ' 17 25
whence A=-6·, B= - 6, C=-, D= -

If we had reduced the left-hand member to.
a common denominator and equated numer-
ators, the coefficient of na would have been
A+B+C+D; and as there is no na on the
rigit-hand side, we have plainly A+B+ C+
D=o, and'this will always happen when the
general term has its denominator at least two
dimensions greater than its numerator.
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The series then becomes, by giving n suc-
cessive from i to n,

S=A + + + +.. 2

+B + -+ +. 2
S+ fl+2 1+

+Dl ++..+ + 5

=A( + A+B +(.-+B+C)

3 l+ 4 + +5
+(+CD -+(C+D) -!+D( 5

A A+B A+B-+C

3 4 5

-LA A+B A+B+C

n+3 n1+4 11+5

because A+B+ C+D=o.

Substituting the values of A, B, C and D
this becomes

5 3n
2

+15n+25

36 3(n+3)(tl+4)(n+5)

5
when n is infinite this value is equal to i,

a4 'A+B A+B+Cbecause -j-r-3' + and -- + are71+3 'ý+4 n+5

each equal to o.

NOTE.-Ali the middle ternis vanish he-
cause A + B+ C+D?=o; and this method
can be applied to all those series the general
term of whose numerator is at least two
dimensions lower than the denominator, and
when any term can be found from the pre-
ceding by changing n into n + i.

Proceeding in the same way with ques-
tion 4,

il _+ 35 + Si 155 ,
.2.3.4.5.6 3-4-5.6 + 4.5.67.8+ 5.6.7.89
etc., we see that the third differences are con-
stant, and the general term'becom.es

ns +5n2 +21n+ 3,
(n+1) (l+2) (n +3) (n+4) (n+5)

icational Monthly.

A=-, B= -- C=- D= -- ,= -
24ý 24t 24 -24'1 24.

and as before, A+B+C+D+E=o.
and the series is

24 23 4 5 6 n+2n

24 1 5 6 +3 n+4[

24 -_+74 +_5 -- +1+_

241 4 6 1+2 11+

44S + (
-2+41 5 6441+3 4+4)

24 6 t+4 n1+5)

- 5 +-2) (L+5 (-3 9

/I
+((5 -44+90)4-4)

4 2

+4(5 -44+90 -44)(1+5

The intermediate ternis all vanishing, this
readily reduces to

73 4n"+34in*+86'q+73
480 4(1i+2) (n+3) (n1+4) (nl+5'

73
the value vihen n is infinite being ..480

These results can be easily tested in both
cases by making ;=o, 1, 2, 3, 4, etc.

For this problem

n1=o gives S=o,
73

n= S 18

In the first

n3=2 S= , &c.
240 '

probleni we have iz=o S=o,

7 82

3.4.5.6, n 3-45.6.7'

86o 9240

S 3-4-5c6a7n , v=4 S=3-4-5.6.7.8.9
which can be easily verified.
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PROBLEMS.

ý9. Solvecx'y+xy=a&b-i ab'

i I I I

70. Soive (x+v) (x+Z) =a,
(x+c) (+)b

(z+x) (z+;')=c'.

I+x3 i-xa 2Z
71. Solve --- +--- --.

(z+x)' (:-x)' 3

72. Solve .~x+fx·3 -fa ß=o.

73. If S be the semi-perineter of a A
vhose sides are a b, c, and r, r', r", r"' the

radii of the inscribed and three escribed cii-
.cles, prove that

I I I I
S:S-a :S-bå:S-c : -:-:, rr r r r

74. Find the locus of a point such that the
sun of the squares of the tangents from it to
two given circles will be constant.

75. If a; b, c be the lengths of the chords
of three consecutive arcs of a circle, prove
that when these arcs together make up a
.semi-circle, its radius is given by the =n

4-- (a* +6 +c) r--abc=o.

76. Given the external and internal bisec.
tors of the vertical Z of a A, and the sum
or difference of the sides, construct it.

77. Prove Ihat sin 84
cos 3A cos 5

sin A+sin 3A+,in 5A+sin 7A+sin 9A
cos A + cos 3A +cos 5A + cos 7A +co.s 9A

sin A+sin 2A+sil 3A+sin 4A+,in 5A
+cos A+ COS 2A + cos 3A + cos 4A + cos 5SA

W. J. ROBERTsON, M.A.,
Math. Master, Col. Jnst., SI. Catharines.

78. Let ABC be a triangle; D, E, P the
points wherein its sides are touched by its
inscribed circle; H, K, L the feet -of the
perpendiculars from the vertices of the tri-
angle DEFP on the opposite sides; A, R, r

the area of the triangle ABC, and thelgadil
of its circýmscribed and inscribed cicles;
and A, the area of the triangle HLK, prove
that

ài : Ai=2R : r.

79. If the squares of the sirles of a tkiangle
are in arithmetical progression, the tangents
of the angles are in harmonical progression.

So. If A, B, C be any three quantities;

.91, .g2, g,, 1:, is, /* the G. C. M's and
L. C. M's of B and C, A and C, A. and B
respectively; and if G, L le the G. C. M.
and L C. M. respectively of A, B and C,

prove that - tlifia

Si. Given x+y+z=o, prove that

z z-x

82. A BC is a triangle ; a new triangle is
formed by joining the feet of the perpendicu-
Jars drawn from the angles A, B, C on the
sides respectively opposite to them : prove
that according as one side of the original
triangle is an A. G. or H. mean between the
other two, so is the cosine of one of the semi-
angles of the new triangle an A. G. or H.
mean between the cosines of the seni-angles
of the'other two.

83. ABCD is a quadrilateral ; two points
P, Q are taken in AD, BC respectively such
that AP:PD=CQ:QB. FromP, Qlines
PP' QQ' are drawn parallel and in same
direction as BC, DA. Shew forces repre-
sented by AB, CD, PP', QQ' are in equi-
librium.

ANGUS MACMURCHY,
Univ. Col.

84. In the equation ax*+bx+c=o, find
both values of x in the following cases: .

Ist, a-o; 2ndi c=O; 3rd, a=c=o;

4 th, b=c=o; and 5th, when a=b=o.
85. Solve the equations xl'+y=35,

X*ay'+=13,

.giving the six values of x and y.
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86. Solve - -4 - =,
X-3 X-4 X-5 x-6

giving the three values of x.

87. Prove that
(ax+6y+cz)'+(bx+cM+az)'+(cx+ar,+bz)s

=3(ax+6y+cz) (bx+cy+az) (cx+ay+6z),
if a+6+c=o, or if x+y+z=o.

88. If x+y+z=2s, then will

(s-x)a+(s-y)'+(s-2)3 +3xyz=s".

89. If x+y+z=o, then will
2(X'+y'+O) -9XyZ (XI+ y'+z')

+ 2lx3y'z' =0,
and also
xQ +y' +zO +9x'ysZ4 (x-3 +y' +z-3)

-- 30x'y'* =0.
b' +c' - a=

90. If 2bc always lies bet ween - r,

then will the sum of any two of these quan-
tities be greater than the third.

91. If (-- )I +( - î)-l=y, show that its
value is given by the equation y$ - &y+2=o,
and solve this equation.

92. If A, B and C are the three angls of
any plane triangle whose arca is A, then will

cbt A+cot B+cot C=a' + +cl
4A

a' cot A4+ cot B+cs cot C=4à

a' +6' +c'
I+cot* A+cote B+cot* C= g +

PROF. FRisny, M.A.,
Naval Observatory, Washington.

CONTEMPORARY OPINION ON EDUCATIONAL TOPICS.

PROFESSOR HUXLEY AT OXFORD.

Prof. Huxley'i address to the prize-winners
at a recent Oxford University contest is so
full of good advice to students, and so sug-
gestive to teachers, that we give the following
extracts from it:

" Upon whatever career you may enter,
intellectual quickness, industry, and the
power of bearing fatigue are three great ad-
vantages. But I want to impress upon you,
and through you upon those who will direct
your future course, the conviction which I en-
tertain that, as a general rule, the relative
importance of these three qualifications is not
riglitly estimated ; and that there are other
qualities of no less value which are not
directly tested by school competition. A
somewhat varied experience of men has led
me, the longer I live, to set the less value
upon mere cleverness; to attach more and
more importance to industry and to physical
endurance. Indeed, I am much disposed to
think that endurance is the most valuable
quality of all; for industry, as the desire

to work hard, does not come to much if a
feeble frame is unable to respond to the
desire.

" Everybody who has had to make his way
in the world must know that while the occa-
sion for inellectual effort of a high order is
rare, it constantly happens that a man's future
turns upon his being able to stand a sudden
and a heavy strain upon his powers of endur-
ance. To a lawyer, a physician, or a mer-
chant it may be everything to be able to work
sixteen hours a day for as long as is needful,
without yielding up to weariness. Moreover,
the patience, tenacity, andgood humour which
are among the most important qualifications
for dealing with men, are incompatible with
an irritable brain, a veak stomach, or a de-
fective circulation. If any one of you prize-
winners were a son of mine, and a good fairy
were to offer to equip him according to my
wishes for the battle of practical life, Ishould
say, 'I do not care to trouble you for any
more cleverness; put in as.much industry as
you can instead; and, oh, if you please, a
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broad, deep chest, and a stomach of whose
existence he shall never know anything.' I
should bc well content with the prospects of
afellow so endowed.

" The other point which I wish to impress
upon you is, that competitive examination,
useful and excellent as it is for some purposes,
is only a very partial test of what the winners
will be worth in practical life. There are
people who are neither very clever nor very
industrious, nor very stron, an i who would
probably be nowhere in an examination, and
who yet exert a great influence in virtue of
what is called force of character. They may
not know much, but they take care that whiat
they do know they know well. They may
not be very quick, but the knowledge they
acquire sticks. They may not even be par-
ticularly industrious or enduring, but they
are strong of will and firm of purpose, un-
daunted by fear of responsibility, single
minded and trustworthy. In practical lifc
a man of this sort is worth any number of
merely clever and learned people. Of course
I do not mean to imply for the moment that
success in examination is incompatible with
the pos-ession of character such as I have
just defined it, but failure in examination is
no eviderce of the want of such character.

" And this leads me to adminiter, from
my point of view, the crumb of comfort
which on these occasions is ordinarily offered
to those whose nanes do not appear upon
the prize-list. It is quite true that practical
lfeis akind of long competitive examination,
conducted by that severe pedagogue, Pro-
fessor Circumstance. But my experience
leads me to conclude that his marks are
fyiven nuch more for character then for
cleverness. Hence, though I have no doubt
that those boys who have received prizes to-
day have already given rise to a fair hope
that the future may see them prominent, per-
haps brilliantly-distinguished members of so-
ciety, yet neither do I think it at all unlikely
that among the undistinguished crowd there
may lie the making of somë simple soldier
whose practical sence and indomitable cour-
age may save an army led by characterless
cleverness to the brink of destruction, or

soule plain man of business, who by int of
shcer honesty and firmness may slowl and
surely rise to prosperity and honour, when
his more brilliant compcers, for lack of char-
acter, have gone down, with nll who trusted
them, to hopeless ruin. S{ch things do hap-
pen. Hence lt none of you be discodraged.
Those who have won prizes have nade a
good beginning; those who have not, may
yet make that good enling which is betterther
a good beginning. No life is wasted unless
it ends in sloth, dishonesty, or cowardice.
No success is worthy of the naine unlkss it is
won by honest industry and brave breasting
of the waves of fortune. Unless at the end.
of life some exhalation of the dawn still
hangs about the palpable and the familiar ;.
unless there is some transformation of the-
real into the best dreams of youth, depencb
upon it whatever outward success may have-
gathered round a man, be is but an elabo-
rate and a mischievous (ailure."

MR. GLADSTONE AT WELLINGTON
COLLEGE.

Recently Mr. Gladstone, while on a visit
to his son-in-lav Mr. D. J. Medley, Head
Master of Wellington College, Hants, was
made the recipient of an address dwelling
upon the interest with which bis family con-
nection with the school would be remembered
in its history, and claiming his sympathy, as,
d friend of learning and education, for one of'
the youngest of English public schools.

Mr. Gladstone in reply said-" Mr. Medley-
and gentlemen, you have been.pleased to say
that this day is a day of great interest to
you. I can assure you in return, with equal
sincerity and truth, that it is, and is of neces-
rity, a day of great interest to me. There
are few, if any, days of greater interest, or
of pleasure, and satisfaction, or days that one
would more readily multiply, if opportunity
permitted, than days in which those who.
have run their career, and that in my case a.
somewhat long career, are permitted to come-
into company and close contact with the
young among their countrymen, with those-
who are passing through the same stage of
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life that we have pascd through, and through
the sanc school discipline, with its perils, iis
opportunitics, its responsibilities, and its
advantages. This contact brings toinind the
reficction, "What ls the mcaning of the
English Public School?" and in this address
you have most appropriatcly remnindcd me of
its character by your reference to your own
position, and by the comparison which you
draw with the position of another great

public school. You could not have madc an
allusion more grateful to my feelings thar.
your allusion to Eton. You know. gentle.
men, what your own impressions would be
about anybody who did not look back in an
enthusiastic gratitude on the public school to
which lie had himsclf belonged. That is
characteristic of us aill. We are noue of us
impartial judges, and I would almost say we
ought not to bc impartial judges of the rela-
tive position of those public schools separ-
ately taken and judged. As to Eton, per-
haps I might say without offence that she has
obtained in many, if not al respects, a kind
of primacy among the public schools of Eng-
land, and such is her po-ition, such the inci-
dents of her history, her situation, her visible
and palpable features, that if a foreign friend
consulted me upon the objects that lie should
make a point of seeing in a visit to this
country, I should say to him, " Unless you
see Eton yo will not have seen England."
(Loud cheers.) But that does not create any
tendency to injustice or indifference in the
estimate of otherschools. The public schools
of England correspond in the general char-
acter of the picture Eton presents in bringing
into most interesting association . hat is old
and what is new. At the beginning of this

century they could hardly be called more than
about four or five in number. Since that

time the population of Great Britain has

fully doubled in number, but the public
schools of the country have increased in a

much larger proportion, and might probably
be called nuw four times as many as they
were at the beginning of the century. Con-
tinuing, the, right hon. gentleman gave the
scholars the following advice:-The great
business of this training is hot merely to

cnî ble you to obtain professional succcss, it
is to make you men-men in the highcst
s-nse, and in the highcst dcgrcc. It is to
bring out all your capacities, not for thc salte
simply of the purposes they arc to serve in
life, but for tlcir own sake. The whole of
life is, after all, simply an eclucation, and
the professions and businesses to which you
may bc hcrcafter dcvotcd, arc only part and
portion of that cducation. Don't suppose
thcy are cnds in themsclvcs. Their cnds, as
far as you arc conccrncd. arc the cffects that
they produce upon your character and your
faculties, and there comes into view what
undoubtcdly must be admit -d to bc the
danger of the ncw systcm-of the modern
spirit in education. I know not whethcr it
is owing to our dcgeneracy-I am cfraid it is
the truth that we have a much smallcr amount
in this I9th ccntury of the disintercsted,
drdent, cnthusiastic love or knowledge for
its own sake than our forefathers had five
hundred years ago. But our systcm of edu-
cation is now marked by a method of sharp
competition and of immediate rewards. I
acknowledge all the bencits of that method.
I sec the great results that it has produced ;
but thcre is a peril in it also, and that is the
peril of your bclieving that when you have
gone through the school, whep you have
obtained the prize, when you have realized
the professional success as the consequence
of early distinction, you should look upon
that success as the end of your education. It
is not the end of your education. The end
of your education is in the effect it produces
upon yourselves, upon the state to whiclh it
brings you, and in which it leaves yo; and
the distinction is a very real one, for there
are many who acquire mucli knowledge, yet
whose minds remain comparatively barren,
simply because they have been content to
look upon knowledge as a mere commodity,
as a mere tool intended to work out some
exterior purpose, and they have forgotten
that it is only part of a great, comprehensive,
and noble process to which we are all sub.
jected in this lire for the unfolding, the ripen-
ing, and the purifying of character, for ena-
bling us in the highest sense to discharge our
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duty to God and to man. It Is ncccssary for
you ail not only to be stirr-d up to the keen
pursuit, which I should be the last to dis-
courage, of those prires which are open to
you, cither at school, in college, or in life,
but nevcr to forget that thcre are higher
enjoymants and higher dutics connectcd with
the due appreciation of knowledge for its
own sake, and to remember that it is the
effort to win, rather than the victory, which
bas real value. For while the victory in a
competition may bc the means of laying the
mind aslecp, and inducing it to rest upon
what it bas donc, yet the effort, the truc,
honest, manful effort, whcther it be successful
or not, will have left its mark upon the char-
acter, will have left you more competent and
more vigorous for the discharge of cvcry
other duty, and better disposed to face and
grapple with the difficulties which in one
shape or another must bc your lot in life.
Well, gentlemen, you are here destined for
many careers, rnany of you, no doub.t, foi-
lo>ing probably the example of distinguished
parents, will devote your lives to the defence
of your country in the military profession;
some of you will find your way into the
sacred profession, which has in other times
been held to be one of the loftiest to which
a human being could devote himself, and
which I believe, so far from dcclining in its
importance or in that true promise of internal
reward that it offers, is bccoming from day
to day more and more arduous, and for that
very reason more and more honourable, more
and more attractive, as it ought to be, to
honourable minds. Many of you will find
your way into other professions; some of you
will probably take part in the government of
your country, but rely upon it that it is not
fnr one of those professions alone, it is for
aIl, that the benefits of education are intend-
cd. They ail rest upon the same footing.
They are ail directed to the same end-the
end of giving glory to God by the perform-
ance of duty, by the due use and full im-
provement of the faculties which He has
given. In this process you are engaged-;
you are not the first generation, of scholars
that bas passed the Wellington College,

but youi are amongst the first. Lct us think
what this College is to be in future times.
I do not cntertain any doubt but that, as it
has already taken, so it will pcrmancatly
hold, a high and honourable place amongst
the institutions of the country. I triut, and
I believe, that generations hcnce, others, wor-
tbicr I hope than I, may stand where I am
now standing, to encourage the youth of that
day, as I would fain encourage the youth of
this day, to honourable, determincd, and
manful exertion."

MR. BRIGHT AT BIRMINGHAM.

The prescnt Mayor of Birmingham, Alder.
man Collings, having occasion to inaugurate
the opening of the new municipal building,
did not seck, as is customary, to secure the
presence of some royal or other distinguishcd
personage for the occasion; but preferred to
do it in a much more significant and praise-
worthy fashion by inviting all the clemcntary
teachers of that important midland town to
a conversazionc. This event is noteworthy
as indicating the estimate in which the teach-
ing profession is beginning to be held in
England. Its importance was enhanced by
the prescnce of Mr. John Bright, who made
a speech on Education, the sentiments of
which were quite in harmony with the oc-
casion. In the course of his remarks, Mr.
Bright said: "Ibeg to thank the Mayor for
permitting me to bc here to-night. I think
that to see these rooms, to see this audience,
to feel that I am in the presence of five or
six hundred perzons who are engaged in the
honourableoffice of teaching in theelementary
schools in Birmingham, is a great pleasyre.
The meeting I hold to be one of a peculiar
and of a very interesting character. I do
not know where such a meeting bas been
held before. Certainly, for myself, I have
never been present .t such a meeting, and
I think the Mayor bas acted wisely, kindly,
and in accordance with his cl;aracter, and in
accordance with the course he bas taken dur.
ing his year of office, in asking the school
teachers here to-night, on a night when these
rooms are being opened for the first time,
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and thus to express his strong sense of the
great Importance in this community of Bir-
mingham of the tcachers in all your schools.
Now, I am always sure to say something that
some people do not approve when I have to
speak to a great number ofmy fcllow.country.
men. I shall bc very careful to-night not (o
givc aný rcasonablc offence to nny one; but
I was going to say that I am not sure that
it would have been possible for the Mayor to
have sent out cards of invitation to five, or
six, or seven hundrcd persons of any other
class in Birmingham wherc he would have
had so much that is important to the prcsent
and the future of this grcat community.
Suppose lie had brought Soo or so of the
most skilful artisans-and no town in Eng-
land, or perhaps in the world, could find 5oo
men superior to your best 5oo; but then
these soo work mercly in the dead metal;
thcy make something beautiful for ornamcnt
and valuable fpr use, but it is made and it is
donc with, and it is subject to no furthcr
change: it has no special influence upon the
future. But if lie had taken another class
and he had sent for all the ministers of re-
ligion-ministers of the Established Church
and of the Npnconformist bodies-not for
the sane number-there arc not, probably,
so nany in the town-but if lie had had so
many, I venture to say that even they are
not so important in a community like this as
are the teachers whom I am now permitted
to address. It has always been a subject,
not 6f wondcr, but of grief, that I have been
compelled to believe that there is hardly any
effort-so great effort-in any direction with
so little result as the effort that is made by
the ministers and teachers of religion. Min-
isters of religion have to speak mainly to, and
teach,adults. They have a material that is not
plastic and upon which they can make little
impression! I think there is hardly anything
more to be lamented, to feel more sorrowful
-about, than the knowledge that many men
should work hard as ministers of religion and
produce so little effect upon those among
whom they minister. The teachers in your
schools are in an entirely different position.
They have a plastic xmaterial on which they

ucational fonthly.

are able to impress their minds and their
sentiments, and there is no doubt whatcvcr,
that, thouglh that plastic material may be
movcd and workcd and imprcssed for cvil as
wcll as for good, sceing that, I hopc, the
great mass of the tcaching in all our schools
tends infinitcly more to good than cvil, we
may expcct that they maymake an impression
of lasting bencfit upon the young minds with
which tley constantly come in contact. Now,
I must make another observation, and that
is with regard to what we mean by education.
It is not books alone. It is not what they
call the "three r's." If you want a simple,
a plain education, reading, writing and arith-
metic, those things arc vcry good, and for
the bulk of men they are sufficient for their
work in life. It is not even classics and
mathematics, of which, in my day, when I
was young, I knew nothing, and of which I
have not acquired any knowledge since. I
regard what are called classics-that is, the
ancient languages of Greece and Rome-as
rather luxuries than anything else. It is a
great luxury to know anything that is good
and innocent. It is a great luxury to know
a great deal of the past, not that it makes
you more powerful to do much, but it gives
a great pleasure to the person who knows,
and I do not believe myself that there is any-
thing in the way of wisdom which is to be
attained in any of the books of the old lan-
guag.es which at this moment may not be
equally attained in the books of our own lit-
erature. Therefore, I think a man may be
as great a man, and as good a man, and as
wise a man, knowing only his own language
and the wisdom that is enshrined in it, as if
ho knew ail the Latin and Greek books that
have ever been written. But now, I say,
there is another sort of education beyond
that of books. I think Milton describes this
sentiment in speaking of some ancient people
or person ; ho speaks of him as deep-versed in
books and shallow in himself; and there is no
doubt that there are people who know almost
everything that can be known in the library,
and yet can hardly make their way from one
street to another. But what I want to say,
and I will not take up your time many mo-
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nentS. ls, that I think, with regard to teach.
crs, thcy have two cntirely difearent branches
of labour t they have that of instructing their
pupils from books, and they have that of in-
structing themc from their own conduct and
thcir own mamier. You want to teach a
child-I must say it is better than book
lcarnlng-you want to teach a child to bc
gentle ; not the gentleness that is wcakness,
for there is a perfcct gentleness which is
combincd with grant force. You want hu-
manity-humanity to animais is one point.
If I were a teacher of a school, I would makc
it a very important part of my business to
impress every boy and girl with the right of
his or hcr being kind to all animals. Well,
then, there is the quality of unselfishness.
There is much selfishness in families. Self-
ishness in families is the cause of tmisery, and
the cause of great injustice. Unselfishness
and a love of justice, these ara qualitics which
corne, if you offer them, to the child's or the
young person's mind with a special invita-
tion ; their very nature is such that they can-
not receive them except with liking and ap-
probation, and I have no doubt that it is
possible for the teachers in the elementary
schools in Birmingham during the next tan
years or so, during which they will have two
or threc generations of children under their
care-it is possible for them so to impress
their minds on these subjects that twenty
years hence it will be seen and felt over the
whole of the fown that there is an improve-
ment in these respects in the general popula-
tion. Now, these are things which I think
it behoves the teachers of these schools to
bear in mind. They cannot possibly have
too high a sense of the responsibilities of their
position and of their duties. The sense of
that is growing over all the country. Since
the School Act passed, the demand for teach-
ers, men and women, has enormously in-
creased. The consideration ir which they
are held it aiso very much enhanced, and you
know, I hope and believe, that the remuner-
ation which is given for teaching is probably
twice as much as it used to be. I know,
with respect to some schools that I have my-
self an intimate knowledge of, that, going

back to the time when I was a scholar my-
self, I believe that the masters of thoseschools
at this moment are reeciving three times the
remuneration they were receiving fifty ycars
ago. If that bc so, they ought to ba ihuch
better than thcy were then ; they ought to
occupy a much highcr position than they oc-
cupied then, and feel that upon their course
depended, to a large cxtcnt, the character of
our population in future times, and not the
character of our population as spcaking of
individual men and womecn, but the actual
position and honour and grcatness of our
country. I agree with what the Mayor.has
said with regard to much wve should expect
to recive from the schotbl system. There
are diuficulties. I heard it said the other
night in a speech by a nobleman who oc-
cupies a very high position in the politics of
the country that he thought the complaint
that was made of extravagance by certain
persons in Parliament had reference only to,
the extravagance of the school system. Wcll,
I would have no extravagance in the school
systen if I could help it. Nothing that was
donc for ostentation, nothing that was dcne
for show, but whatavcr can be donc to make
education real, to raise the character of our
population, and exalt the sentiment of the
people ; whatsoever can be donc by the ex-
penditure of money and the devotion and the
aarnest effort of good men and good women,
like the 5oo or 6oo I sec before me, that I
would do and have donc. And although
there may bc those, and there are taose, who
think it proper, in public speeches, to slander
the educational efforts of the people of Bir-
mingham, I am quite sure it is done only
by those who are not acquainted with what
you are doing; and if they were acquainted
with it as you are and as I am, to a certain
extent, there would be no voice lifted her:e
and hereafter against the School Board or the
people of Birmingham for the course they
have taken with regard to the education of
their community. I only exhort you to go
on, and consider there isnothing in this town
that is more essential to the town's future
prosperity and greatness than the good and
sound education of your children, and every
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one of you, as teachers, will feel that you
.have bccn a party to, you have bcen one of
the leaders in, the greatcst work that the
population of Birmingham has yet undcr-
takcn to completc. I thank the Mayor vcry
much for having pcrmittcd me to cone hcre
to.night, and I thank you vcry much for the
kindncss with which you have listcncd to the
observations I have thought it right to make
to you.

LORD GEORGE HAMILTON ON
GRAMIAR.

Lord George Hamilton, M.P., distributed
prizcs in the Bolton school reccntly, and
in the course of an addrcss to the pupils he
pointcd out the neccssity of adhering to the
strict rules of grammar. Ha was bound to
say that the House of Commons was no cx-
ception to the rule. The utterances which
were there dignified by the name of speeches
werc very slovenly and vary slattcrnly pcr-
formances. Thcre was a vcry rcmarkable
.contrast betwccn the speaking of the young
men and that of the old men, and the advan-
tage was entirely in favour of the older gcn.
.cration. Anybody to be succcssful cither as
a student or as a teacher of science must be
an accurate speaker, prccisc in the use of his
words, and must know exactly the meaning
of the words he used. It was by this means
that a few great men such as Profcssor Hux-
lcy and Professor Tyndall had elevatcd lec-
turing into an art. No doubt science must
have a vocabulary of its own, because words
must be invented from time to time to ex.
press the results ofexpcriments and discover-
ies which were unknown. to our ancestors.
Now it scemed to him a curious combination
that art and science should ba taught together
in the same classes. A famous historian said,

that in the past, art had flourishcd Most
undcr Monarchics, and science undcr Rcpub.
lies. We bclievcd that our prescnt form of
Constitution and Govcrnmcnt combincd the
essence of both. Spcaking from his obser-
vations at the Paris Exhibition, Lord George
Hamilton said, that what surpriscd forcigners
was the evidences of originality and imagina-
tion of Englishman, who wcra supposcd to
bc a vcry stupid and dull people. Amongst
the spccial subjccts which ha thought re-
quircd the attention'of the rising gencration
was political cconomy. This nation must,
sooner or later, bc callcd upon to seule the
great economical problcm, and for all those
who wishcd to take part in controversies, it
was ncecssary that they should have soma
knowledge of political economy. The con-
trovcrsy which must sooner or latcr arise wrs
not, as some people put it, Protection against
Free-trade. The question seemed to him to
be this-How England can best obtain in
forcign countries those advantagcs of Free-
trade which she las herself so frecly conceded
to all nations who wished to trade with her.
A knowledge of political economy would
soften, and possibly terminate, some of the
disastrous differences of opinion which take
place between masters and men. In conclu-
sion, his Lordship said the advantage en-
joyed by the citizens of the town was not
merely that they had in their primary schools
the advantages of a sound education, but that
they had in the secondary schools, and also
in their great public library, the means of
afterwards improving their minds, and thus
acquiring that knowledge and that informa-
tion which would ultimately enable them
more faithfully to perform their duties, both
privately and publicly, as members of a great
and influential conmunity.-Englisk Ex-
change.
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PUBLIC SCHOOL DEPARTMENT.

(Contribu:ed te, and utider the management of, Mr. S. McAllister, 1 cadmaster of Ryerson School. Toronto.)

THE TEACHER IN THE SCHOOL
ROOM.

TizE tcacher should nevcr lose sight of
the fact. during the five or six boutrs daily be
is entrustcd with the control of his scholars,
thet in accordance with the opinion stamped
with the authority of ages, and by the sanc-
tion of the law, he is

IN TIE PARENT'S PLACE.
The more ho keeps this fact before him,

the more likely is hc to be successful. Of
course there arc varying circumstances which
would never come within the range of a
parent's expericnce, but pertain rather to the
functions of one who administers f->r the
good of a community. In all mattcrs, liow-
ever, that pertain to mental growth and
habits of right-living, it will stand the teacher
in good stead if hc keeps his ideal position
contantly before him.

DE PREPARED FOR EVERY LESSON.

It is a common fault with young teachers
to think that when their professional studies
are ended, they are thoroughly equippcd for
aUl the requirements of the school-room.
They need only a fcw days'experience to find
how mistaken is their opinion; and if they
are wise, and withal conscientious, they will
not bc content to give the mere froth of their
minds to their scholars, but will came to the
school thoroughly prepared so to conduct
all the work of the -day that at its finish
they may feel that in imparting knowledge
to. exercising control over, and directing the
efforts of their scholars, they are masters in
the highest sense. Ve know of no occupa-
tion among men that can impart a pleasanter
feeling than this. The clergyman, for in-

stance, after the most carncst and successful
ministration in the reading-desk and the
pulpit is not at all sure that the sccd hc has
cndcavoured to sow has not fallen upon stony
ground, or among the---, which arc too pre-
valent in cvcry congregation, a fact which
Mr. Bright not only admits, but accounts for
in his own vivid way in the speech delivercd
at the Birmingham Teachers' Convcrsazionc,
which wc inscert elsewherc. One of thc
prime conditions of accomplishing any aim
in the school room is

GOOD ORDER.

"Order is Hecaven's first law'• was the
approving comment a wise ir.pcctor made
as he observcd a teacher who had just taken
charge of a school spend the first half-hour
in drilling his scholars to enter the school in
a becoming manner. It is wise to bcgin
well; and a tcacher who does not per nally
superintend the orderly entrance of scholars
into a school-room, as well as ticir passage
out, need hardly complain if during school
hours he does not secure that quietness sc
necessary to successful work. When once
the scholars arc placed in their seats, the
grcat effort o: the teacher, as an aid to good
order, should bc to

KEEP TIEF.M EMPLOYED.

From the moment children enter theschool-
room, part of their training should be to have
their whole time and attention devoted to
the work required there. No matter how
many classes a teacher bas to manage, he
should consider it a necessary test of his effi-
ciency to keep them all at work. To do this
with younger children of course requircn Lcit
exercises to be varied, as is the case in the
Kindergarten. But whatever variety there
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be, let it be introduced by the teacher, so
that not for a moment will the children feel
that they are without his helping and di ect-
ing hand.

Whenever children are found to relax
attention from the lesson they are at, it mut
be taken as an indication that it is either
wearisome, or is not being taught them in a
manner to secure the sustained effort needed
to master it. It will be wise then to intro-
duce some exercise that will restore the teach-
er's control, such as the copy of a draving
on the blackboard, a simple song, a few gym-
nastic or calisthenic movements, or a vocal
exercise in the simultaneous utterance of
letters, syllables, or of words of difficult pro-
nunciation. With older scholars, a short
discussion of some public topic, particularly
one that can, in even the remotest way, be
connected with the lesson, will be found a
profitable means of varying the work.
Whatever relaxation is introduced, let the
teacher be quite in earnest about it, and make
it as much a part of the school routine as
the most important lesson ; children will then
not be in danger of the notion that the school
room is a place for play and not for work.
Indeed, on this point we cannot be too strict.
Every child should be indoctrinated with the
notion that the school-room is as sacred to
the serious work , ducation as the church
is to religion.

Some teachers, in their zeal to secure quiet-
ness in assembling and dismissing classes,
insist upon the children walking upon tip.
toe. There is danger in distorting children's
feet in this, and we would by no means
recommend it. Scholars, by a little solici-
tude on the part of the teacher, can be in-
duced, we will not -say made-for even in
trifles children should have the prompting to
correct deportment from within, not from
without-to walk with but little noise, and
at the same time with ease. The only time
tip-toe walking might be insisted on is when
a class is at work, and the passage along
the floor of any scholar might disturb it.
One more point must be attended to in
maintaining proper order in the conduct of
classes, we mean

SPEAKING WL HOUT LEAVE.

A scholar should on no account be indulg-
ed in the utterance of whatever comes upper.
most in his mind in connection with a lesson,
or in giving expression to his feelings, even
when he feels himself aggrieved, without
first receiving permission. Teachers must
remember they are shaping the charactets. of
those under them, that they may pass through
life with some comfort to themselves if not
with success; and to do so they must learn
to hold their tongues, and to control their
feelings. Besides, unlicensed speaking, how-
ever pertinent it may be to what is going on,
may prove a serious hindrance to the success
of a lesson. A careful teacher can soon
accustom scholars to await a sign, a look,
or a word of permission before speaking,
particularly if he is scrupulous to recognize
the right or the expediency of speech on
teir part. These remarks particularly ap-
ply to those teachers who wisely permit and
encourage their scholars to be not mere pas-
z:ve listeners, but active thinkers, in the pro-
gress of a lesson. We have hitherto dealt
with good order -is a means to an end, but
it is an important end in itself; even if a
child has learnt nothing but this at school,
it is an acquisition that will be a life-long
benefit to himself as a member of a civilized
community, the very existence of which de-
pends upon the subordination of each indi-
vidual wili or desire to the good of the
whole. Its importance will be enhanced
in proportion as it is secured by self-control,
which is obedience to principles, rather than
control of the teacher, which is obedience to
persons.

SIR ROWLAND HILL AS A
SCHOOLMASTER.

The death of Sir Rowland Hill reminds
us that we have lost one who first came into
public notice by trying to carry out what was
then considered the quixotic notion of man-
aging a school without corporal punishment.
Sir Rowland was happy in having a father
who, from the eailiest childhood of his family,
was accustomed to reason and argue with
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them upon all subjects that had a tendency to
develop their intellects and extend their
knowledge. In this respect he resembled the
father of John Stuart Mill, although lie proved
himself but a poor bread-winner, for Rowland
with his brothers, all of whom afterwards
reached distinction, knew, as he expressed it,
"the terrible inconvenience of being poor."
He gave them other bread-Which is or should
be, the great aim of all education to give-he
taught them how to think. He had inspired
them with an insatiable thirst for knowledge,
with devoted loyalty to truth and honour, and
with a self-denying regard to the feelings and
opinions and rights of others. Rowland's
schooling ended when lie was twelve years
old. He then became assistant to his father
in a small school. At a time when other
boys are thinking of leaving school, he, with
his brother, began to reform defects which
they observed in thei. father's management.
He took upon himself the management of the
accounts, and with such success that before
long he had the satisfaction of paying bis
father's creditors in full. While his brother
aimed at improving the methods of instruc-
tion, lie attended to the discipline and organ-
ization, which he said was lis forte. Long
before Di. Arnold's name was heard of in
connection with Rugby, Rowland Hill lad
upset many of the received notions on educa-
tion. He abolished corporal punishment in
lis school, without in the least diminishing
respect for his authority. Knowing that he
was hot-tempered and even passionate, lie,
to cure himself of this defect, publicly announ-
ced to lis pupils that any one who saw him
out of temper might, before the whole school,
inform him of the fact. He strove to make
the school, as far as possible, a self-governing
one. Hence, says the authority from which
we quote:-"An almost perfect democracy
was established. Each boy had even the right
of being tried by a jury of his school-fellows
wienever a charge was brouglt against him
by one of the masters. ± se whole school
elected vhat would be called its sixth form
boys-guardians as they were called in the
school that the Hills had establislhed at Hazel-
wood, near Birmingham. These guardians

formed a kind of parliament, which, with the
help of the masters, who composed an upper
house, ruled the school. They met often to
deliberate, and their sittings were drawn out
over many an hour by the eagerness of .the
young debaters."

Attention was drawn to the school by a
book written by his brother and coadjutor,
Matthew. It was favourably noticed by De
Quincey, and sohighlythought of byfBentham,
that lie declared that after reading it le hag
thrown aside all he himself had written on
education. The school attracted the notice
of such leading minds as Wilberforce, Broug-
ham, Grote, Joseph Hume, and Miss Edge-
worth, and Rowland used to boast that he
had the largest school in Warwickshire, filled
by boys that could be almost made to govern
themselves through a high sense of duty and
not from brutal fear. It must be remembered
that this was before Arnold had taken hold
of Rugby. It is nevertheless interesting to
know that the great qualities w*hich made the
inventor of the penny post one of the great
1. nfactorsofthiscenturywere first broughtin-
to wholesome exercise in the practice ofimprov-
ed methods to educate the young. It would be
interesting to read the constitution and code
of laws of his school. They filled a volume
of upwards of one hundred pages. Doubtless
we could find many things to amuse as well
as instruct us, for Rowland was a hot-headed
enthusiast, and in his old age he was known
to smile at some of the crude theories he tried
to carry out in his school, and was heard to
express a doubt as to whether he would send
children of lis own to such an institution.

While lie kept charge of the school he ac-
tively employedhimself with public questions,
and. thus became acquainted with most of the
leading men of the country. At the age of
thirty-seven the desire for employment that
would exercise less of a strain upon his ner-
vous system impelled him to give up his
school, and to devote his entire attention to
public questions. He almost at once started
the agitation for a reform of the postal system,
and henceforth his career became the property
of the nation.
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AT the late Provincial Convention, Mr.
David Johnston, of Cobourg, the first Vice-
President, and Chairman of the Public
Scho.ol Section, hinted at the probability of
his early retirement from the active duties of
his profession, owing to increasing years.
We find by a recent file of the Cobourg
Sentinel that this has actually taken place.
We cannot allow the occasion to pass with-
out expressing our regret at the loss to the
profession, of a public.spirited, patriotic, and
earnest-minded teacher.

We have more than once had scholarswhon
Mr. Jolinston had trained, and their mental
and moral calibre gave evidence of the high-
est style of the teacher's handiwork.

Mr. Johnston's retirement will be a loss
not only to the town of Cobourg, but to the
Province. le has shewn an unti-ing sympa-
thy with all that concerned the advancement
of education and of the profession. He was
a member of one of the first County Associa-
tions held in the province, and for many
years past bas been a regular attendant at
the Provincial Conventions, in which he al-
ways took a prominent part, not as a time-
server nor in the spirit of self-aggrandize-
ment, but as one who regarded the interests
of education and the independence of
the teacher as too sacred to be bartered for
either power or pelf. We can only wish
that in his retirement he may enjoy the
otium cum dignitate which is the proper

reward of his laborious and well-spent
life.

TuE London Ties, in a thoughtful article
on the School Board elections that occur on
the 27th of November, shews a thorough ap-
preciation of what the London School Board
bas done, and points out that the election cry
of " Efficiency with Economy " is as capable
of being used for the defence as for the attack
of the Board. The providing of education
for more than a quarter of a million of child-
ren, who would otherwise have been left
uncared for, sinks the question as to whether
it might not have been donc at a cheaper rate
into absolute insignificance. More education
means less juvenile crime; and one form of
crime the Board bas stamped out. There is
no longer the old supply of pick-pockets,
trained in the manner of Oliver Twist. The
reformatory and industrial school render this
impossible by turning out seventy to eighty
per cent. of their inmates to earn an honest
livelihood.

By latest advices we find that out of the
fifty members elected on the 27th November,
nine are women. Amongst these we shail be
disappointed if we do not find such names
as Mrs. Westlake, Miss Muller, and Miss
Richardson, who have taken an active and
enlightened part in School Board work in
London, either as members of the Board, as
in Mis. Westlake's case, or as managers of
schools, as in the case of the other ladies.

Dr. H. Rink, the author of a recent work
on the Interior of Greenland, estimates the
area of that inhospitable land at 512,000
square miles. The surface is wholly covered
with ice, and is constantly engaged in
the formation of material for icebergs,
which probably take one hundred years
to travel to the sea. In one of the ice-
fjords the portion of glacier annually pushed
in and set afloat as ice-bergs has been calcu-
lated to constitute a cubical body 900 feet
high, two miles long, and two miles broad.
The whole system of river drainage is repre-
sented a continuoussheet of ice.

THE gross cost per annum for pupils in
the London Board Schools is £2 os. iiîd.
sterling, or $12.4o each.

To enforce the compulsory clause of the
English Education Act, the London School
Board employs 208 visitors, over whom are
placed eleven superintendents, whose duty it
is to bring truants, and those children neg-
lected or put to work before the legal age by
their parents, within the influence of school
training. The total cost of compulsion for
London amounts to the good round sum of
$141,020.

IN Russia there were, in I865, but 8,ooo
elementary Schools with 280,000 pupils.
Now there are 24,000 Of the former filled by
1.0oo,ooo of the latter; but this is far from
meeting the requirements of a country con-
taining 12,000,000 children between the
ages of seven and thirteen.
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HIGH SCHOOL DEPARTMENT.

MILITARY DRILL IN HIGH SCHOOLS
AND COLLEGIATE INSTITUTES.

Some months ago the Dominion Govern-
ment devised a scheme for the intioduction
of Military Drill into Schools and Colleges,
of which due notice and explanation have
been supplied to those interested through
both the Ontario Minister of Education and
the Department of Militia and Defence.
The object of the Regulations is a good one;
but like every other scheme set on foot by
those who have not a practical knowledge of
the condition of our schools, it is unsuitable
to the condition of Ontario, whatever adapt-
ability it may have to that of the other
Provinces. So far as we are aware, there
have been no applications under this Order :
the Hon. Mr. Masson vill have found out
by this time that to be successful the Regu-
lations will have to be completely remodel-
led.

The Dominion Government proposes to
supply gratuitously to those Schools or Col-
leges which can raise and maintain a com-
pany of 4o members, (i) the services of a
drill instructor for one month, during which
period there would be, we suppose, four or
five hours' drill a day, and (2) rifles and
accoutrements, and suitable books for Mili-
tary Instructional purposes.

School Boards are in turn expected (r) to
hold themselves responsible for the safe
keeping of the arms and accoutrements, and
(2) to see that the members of their company
keep themselves supplied with uniform cloth-
ing of a pattern and colour to be approved
by the Government.

Such, in brief, is an analysis of the Regu-
lations. The practical objections to the
scheme from an Ontario High School point
of view, are as follows :-

It would seriously interfere vith the regu-
lar school routine. Classes would be broken
up, owing to the necessity for some of the
me.mbers being present at the daily drills,
and it*would be literally impossible to main-
tain any kind of organization. A later Reg-
ulation allows the annual drill to be put in
at two separate periods,.but this would only
slightly improve matters. It cannot surely
be the intention.of the Government to have
the drill instructor perform bis duties after
the ordinary school hours ; and in these
days when High School masters can hardly
overtake the work now expected from themi,
it is extremely.unlikely that they will sanc-
tion, even for a few weeks, such an inter-
ruption to the regular course of study. No
doubt, from one point of view, such an
interruption might be productive of good
results to the pupils thermselves : we are
painfully aware that they are often too much
hurried, and that the break in the usual
routine of mental discipline would have
manifold advantages, but the exigencies of
the Master's position under our present sys-
tei of Departmental Examinations are now
such that in the race for prestige, and in
some cases in the struggle for existence,
there are few who would care to handicap
themselves in this way. It is, further, very
questionable whether even a month's steady
drill is the maximum a well devised scheme
should aim at. From the teacher's stand-
point, drill should have an educative influ-
ence, and to have much value as such, it
should forn part of the studies in the school
programme. This it does in several of our
High Schools and Collegiate Institutes, in
some of which it is taught by the regular
masters themselves, who, for reasons which
will be obvious to all teachers, form the
most efficient class of instructors. The Gov-
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ernment scheme contemplates the appoint.
ment of Drill-Sergeants who are to spend a
month every year at those schools whiclh
organize companies under the Regulations.
It is certainly too much to expect School
Boards which have already provided drill
instructors to discard then, when, except
the possession of arms and accoutrements,
the new scheme would confer no benefit on
them, but on the contrary would put them
to serious loss and inconvenience. This
provision in the Regulations might suit local-
ities unable to procure a competent instructor,
but when we consider that, to obtain the
arms, etc., there must be at least 4o mem-
bers in the company, there seem to be
few places able to come under the operation
of the Order which might not also provide
suitable Drill-Sergeants.

If there were nothing else to shipwreck
the scheme, the clause which makes it imper-
ative for nembers of the companies to pos-
sess uniform clothing, would be enough to
do it. The uniforms would have to be sup-
plied by the members themselves, or by the
School Boards. A sufficient number of the
former might be found in a few cities and
towns rich enough to do so, but the latter
feel the ordinary expenses heavy enough
without launching into what the much suf-
fering rate-payer would certainly regard as
an unwarranted expenditure. This part
of the scheme should be dropped ; or, bet-
ter, the Department itself should supply
cadet companies with clothing as they now
do the volunteers. The advantages gained
to the country at large would far more than
counterbalance the expense. Whatever bene-
fits would result from the ruccess of this
movement would be shared in by the Domin-
ion, and it is therefore only proper that the
cost should be defrayed/ out of the public
exchequer. The Instructors in our High
Schools, who have already proved themselves
competent, should be confirmed in their
places, and the students under their charge
subjected to such inspection as might be
deerned advisable. Places unåble to provide
suitable instructors, might, if desired, be sup.
plied with then by the Militia Delfartment.

Some ten or twelve years ago a still better
plan vas in existence, though for a variety
of reasons it was then not so successful as we
believe it would now prove. The sum of
$So a year was granted to those schools which
maintained at least 20 pupils well drilled
under a competent instructor. A grant of a
small suni like this, or indeed, a proper sup-
ply of arins and accoutrements and uniforms,
would cause the establishment of many a
school company throughout the Province,
and in the end turn out to be mora useful,
and less expensive, than the present well-
meant but impracticable scheme.

As every one is impressed with the neces-
sity for some such provision as the Hon. Mr.
Masson aims at, we are sure he will have
the support of every Canadian in the carrying
out of any system of military instruction
suited to our condition and requirements.

HIGH SCHOOL REGISTERS AND
BLANK FORMS, ETC.

A good deal of unnecessary trouble is
often caused to masters by the regulations
of the Department in reference to registers.

These are at present supplied to High
Schools by the Public School inspectors.
Is there any good reason why they should
not be sent direct to the High School Board
or the High School master t Delays of weeks
have sometimes been caused by adher-
ence to this unnecessary regulation. Let us
have a little common sense infused into the
Depository managemént. The less the
friction, the pleasanter will it be for every
one.

In the matter of blank forms for half-
yearly returns of attendance, the same econ-
omy in little things, for which the Depart-
ment has been distinguishing itself of late,
also crops out. An application for enough
forms to contain the attendance of a large
school has been met with a refusal and the
advice to rule forms similar to the one sent.
The matter is certainly of no great moment,
but it is a mode of saving the public furids
which the public can afford to dispense with.
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After his half-year's work, it is task enough
for the master to have to spend, in some
cases, hours over his return, without being
forced to make out the form which is to con-
tain it. Let each school, each half-year,
have enough and to spare.

HIGH SCHOOL INSPECTION.
It is impossible to avoid concluding, that

as at present conducted, the inspection of our
High Schools gives satisfaction neither to
the profession nor to the public. In official
circles mucli importance is attached to this
mode of testing the results of a master's
work, and to the influence for good of such
supervision. But the opinion is confi*ned
mainly to departmental and other officials ;
it is by no means admitted by others inter-
ested in the question. So long as no money
was allotted on the results of inspectional
visits, little interest was taken; but the state
-of matters is now different, and it is only
right that the wishes of the intelligent body
-of men, whose abilities and labours are thus
appraised, should have every reasonable
guarantee that the results obtained are at any
rate approximately correct. In connection
with this subject, we desire to submit the
following statements, for the consideration
of the Minister of Education:-

(i.) At the last session of the Ontario
Parliament, rnany members expressed the
opinion that the High School Inspectors do
not devote sufficient time to their proper
lduties, and that in many localities their work

is inefficiently performed.
(2.) The High School masters, in annual

convention, unanimously passed the follow-
ing resolutions-:-

(a.) That the amount payable on the re-
sqits of inspection should b.e determined at
the end of each year and a half, on a con-
junct report.of the three inspectors, it being
iMerstood that each inspector would devote
himself to the examination of those subjects
on which he is admittedly competent to form
.all opinion.

(b.) That in view of the fact that the
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grading of the High Schools, and the strl-
bution of a large portion of the legislative
grant, are decided according to the results
of inspection, it is desirable that the High
School inspectors should be enabledi to de-
vote a greater amount of time to the work of
inspection at their semi-annual visits.

(3.) That by their own admissions the
inspectors are not competent to examine in
some of the subjects on the High School
programme, notably, drawing, music, and
drill; and that though their decisions in
some departments of study are accepted
without demur so far as their scholastic
ability is concerned, very grave doubts are
felt by those interested. when each of the in-
spectors undertakes to appraise the " quan-
tity and quality " of the work donc in the
Upper Schools.

(4.) That the half-yearly apportionment
on the results of inspection is so exceedingly
miqute in its details, that it is calculated to
produce the apparently erroneous impression
that the condition of the schools has been
as minutely investigated. To illustrate this,
we refer to the apportionment for last half-
year, and we find the following:-

In (a.) "School accommodations," etc.,
there are jfifeengrades, represented by the
following sums :-$20, $18, $17, $15, $14,
$13, $12, $11, $9, $7, $6, $5, $4, $3, and
$o.

In (b.) "Number of masters employed,".
etc., there are seventeen grades, represented
by the following sums :-$22, $18, $16, $15,
$14, $13, $12, $11, $1o, $9, $8, $7, $6,
$5, $4, $3, and $o.

In (c.) " Character of work done in the
Lower Schools," there are sevenfeen grades,
represented by the following sums :-$18,
$17.50, $17, $16, $15, $14, $13, $12, $1',

$Ic, $9, $8, $7.50, $7, $6, $4, and $3.
In (d.) ".Quantity and quality of Upper

School work," etc., there are, twenty.Jfve
grades, represented by the following sums --
$51, $48, $44, $42, $37, $36, $30, $28,
$24, $23, $19, $18, $!6, $iS, $12, $ro,
$9, $8, $7, $6, $5, $4, $3, $2, and $o.

In (e.) "<Discipline," etc., there are nine
grades, represented by the following sums:
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$6, $5.5o, $5, $4.50, $4, $3.50, $3, $2,

and $o.
In Musie, Drawing, and Dri//, there arc

thirteen grades, represented by the folloWing
sums:-$1S, $15, $14, $12, $ 7, $8, $7,
$6, $5, $4, $3, $2, and $o.

In connection with the above statement it
is necessary to bear in mind that there arc
only 1o4 High Schools and Collegiate Insti-
tutes, and that the amounts apportioned to
each school vary from ycar to year, so that
apparently a fresh valuation is made at cach
inspectional visit.

(5.) An alteration in the grant ta cach
school should indicate an alteration in the
character of the teaching. By those Trustee

THE teacher whose nmind shall not become
a desert must drink daily from the fountain
of his calling. Forty eager pupils cannot
quench their thirst for knowledge by looking
at an empty vessel.

THE early years of life have the rincipal
influence in moulding character. believe,
in truth, that a person can so mould the child
by the time he is ten years old, that no
future training can dispossess his mind of the
principles inculcated.

TUE teacher must know how to enter into
the hidden recesses of the yonthful mind, and
from that point work outward and upward.
The pupil is like a treasure in the sea, and
the teacher like a diver who goes to the
bottom to bring it up. If you do not descend
and asbertain first exactly where the child's
mind is, you will not bring him up where you
are. The descent of the teacher is essential
to the ascent of the pupil.

A BIT OF SARCASMf.-The Booth Board
School bas closed its austere portals against a
depraved young hussy of eight, who is not
ashamed to hang ornamental beads in ber
ears. The Board holds that it is flying in
the face of Providence, as girls have ears for
no other end than being boxed. This is
clearly the beginning of school-board sumptu-
ary laws,. under which the ribbons of female
pupils should be replaced by string or un-
tanned leather; their hair should be uniformly
cut to within a quarter-of-an-inch of their
heads ; and it would be well if their teeth
could be dyed a nice, modest color-say drab,
or dirty blue. The stuffs recommended by
the department are, for girls a good strong
sackcloth, and for boys a fine tarpaulin.-
Funny Folks (Eng).

cational Monthly.

Boards that pay any attention to the eccen-
tricities of this financial thermometer it is so
regarded, and masters who can conceive of
no reason for a change in the apportionient
have before this suffered needless and unjus-
tifiable humiliation.

Under these circumstances two questions
suggest themselvc:-

(i.) Is it in the interests of education to
continue a system that attempts to make so
minute discriminations ? and (2.) Are the
means at present employed in arriving at
these conclusions satisfactory?

To both of these the High School masters
give an emphatic negative.

AT an examination in Geography in one of
our Public Schools, the scholars vere re-
quirec to state the roducts of various coun-
tries, and one yout in despair answered as
follows :-

England.......Cojton, coal.
Russia ........ Lost track of them.
China.........Not under my observation.
Arabia........They are cast down.
France........Knew them once, butknow

them no more.
Switzerland.... Gone forever.

THE following are among the rules laid
down by a contemporary for the conduct of
Teachers' Meetings:-

i. Select a place of meeting most conven-
ient and attractive for the great majority of
those concerned.

2. Hire a good hall.

3. Make a good programme.

4. Make the speakers stick to their allotted
time.

5. Allow time for fair discussion so long as.
the addresses are brief and pettinent.

6. Conduct the work by the clock. Com-
mence at the appointed time if only one is
present. The audience waited for does not
demand so much attention as the audience
present.

IT is one of the best evidences of a progres-
sive spirit in the teacher when a subscription
is made for some good educational journal,.
and readers of such are amongst th. most
public-spirited and intelligent of the profes-
sion.-Exchange.
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THE "INTERMEDIATE" AND THE
DECAPITATION OF HEAD MAS-
TERS.

To the Editor of the Canada Educational
Montkhly:

SIR,-I have read with pleasure your re-
marks of last month on the shameful action
of the Lindsay School Board, in disnissing.
the Principal of the High School, in conse-
quence of the failure of his pupils to pass
the last Intermediate Examination,-a cir-
cumstance for which the Board was undoubt-
edly more to blame than Mr. Dobson.

I shall look with interest for your further
remarks on the case, for, if the security of a
Head Master's position is to be made con-
tingent upon the results of the " Intermed-
iate," or of any Departmental Examination,
irrespective of what School Boards may do
to make efficient the teaching staff of the
schools, it will be a serious matter to every
one of us in the profession. What has be-
fallen Mr. Dobson, and Mr. Miller, of the
Walkerton High School-whose case I
should also like to see you take up-may be
the experience of any Head Master, if the
passing of the "Intermediate" is to continue
to be made the gauge of success in a teacher's
work without reference to the other substan-
tial results of his teaching, and irrespective
of the aid his Trustees may afford lim in
enabling him to meet the tests of Depart-
mental Examiners. Surely, however, the
injustice that has been lately done at Wal-
kerton and Lindsay will not be repeated
elsewhere.

Your examination into the circumstances
of these cases will be of good service to the
profession, and I doubt not will do much to
prevent the repetition of injustice and wrong.
Thank heaven, however, we are going to
have but one "Intermediate " a year I

Gratefully acknowledging the independ-
ence and ability with which THEu MONTHLY
is conducted, and wishing it every success,

I an, Sir,
Yours very truly,

A SUBSCRIBER.
-Our Correspondent, in the above letter,
skirts the edge of a matter that might pos-
sibly be made the subject of sone consider-
ation and public discussion at the present
moment. Particularly opportune, it occurs
to us, would be its consideration just now,
while attention is being directed to the
wrongs of the two Head Masters, who have
been relieved from their duties through fail-
ure, under exceptional circumstances,.to pass
their pupils through the recent Intermediate
Examination. We refer to the words, in our
correspondent's letter, "if the passing of
the Intermediate is to continue to be made
the gauge of success in a teacher's work,
without reference to the other substantial
results of his teaching." There is no doubt
that in the minds of most School Trustees
the result of the "Intermediate " is the sole
indication of success in teaching, and is the
only criterion, in their often limited appre.
hension, of whatever progress has been
made in the school work for the year. To
this short-sighted view of the matter, Mr.
Dobson and Mr. Miller have undoubtedly
been sacrificed. It would seem, therefore,
to be of moment to consider what other
views of the subject çan be presented so that
Trustees may be made to see the value of
the teacher's all-round work-rather than
that of any special and forcing period-and
to havé their minds sobered to a modest
judgment upon the merits of work tested
solely by examinations. The High School
grant being based on the resuit of an exam-
ination, of course, seriously warps the minds
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of Trustecs and prcdisposes them to take a
prcjudiccd view of othcr tests of school
progress than that of Dcpartmental Examin.
ations, upon which the grant depcnds.
But this cannot be said to bc fair to the
teacher, and it becomes positivcly immoral
when the mcans of enabling the school suc-
cessfully to pass thcsc tests are withheld by
the false cconomy that too often govcrns
School Boards in the administration of their
trusts. As a matter of fact, it is well known
that the tests of an examination day Arc
oftcn delusive and unreliable. Expericncc
has again and again proved this. The bcst
resuits of well-directed instruction, and the
carnest toit and cnergy of the teacher, rarcly
display themselves to an examincr's cyc, and
indeed, often rcmain concealed during the
years of school. The sane may be said of
the moulding effccts on character of school
training and discipline, which are seldom
seen and never appraiscd in an examination
paper. Even in book instruction, the results
of honest teaching and of a well-digested
course of study, do not always reveal them-
selves. Constitutional timidity, or a too
excitable temperament in the pupil, often
hinder him from doing justice to hriself.
Moreover, the system of inspection is not
faultless, nor is the Inspector himself always
in that judicial frame of mind that best fits
him to try the issues upon which so much
depends. In the case of outlying schogls,
special stress may be pardoned on this point,
as, however robust may be the Inspector,
and however equable his temper, the neces-
sity of economizing time, and the remem-
brance of even a mauvaü giuart d'heure on
the road, are enough to upset his equanim-
ity and darken his mood. We do not of
course argue for any laxity in inspectoral
work, nor for any reduction of the standard
of education to which the schools have now
been happily raised. On the contrary, we
desire to see maintained a rigid and compe-
tent inspection, and a curriculum as scholarly
and high-class as it is practicable to insist
upon. But what we contend for is a more
enlightened and considerate appraisement,
by Trustëes particularly, of the teachers'

every-day work, and not that that shall be
solely testcd by the results of a chance and
solitary examination, subject too often to the
accident of the moment, and whlch the
teacher frequcntly enters upon at a disadvan.
tage for which bis School Board atone Is
iesponsible. The work rcquircd now to be
donc by the High School Master Is of so
varied and complex a character, and exacts
so much of labour and attention in its pcr-
formance, that School Boards can hardly be
too gcncrous in dcaling with their Principals,
and in supplying a staff of competent, well.
paid assistants as vill enable them to do
justice to themselves and ensure the charac.
ter and cfliciency of their work. This at
least we might expect at the hands of
Trustees, and it would seem to be greatly
desiderated at the present moment, viz.:-
that before they undertake to contrast onc
schgol with another, and to hold their Hcad
Master responsible for any short-comings in
their own special trust, they should justly
weigh the circumstances that stint or with-
hold success from his labours, and be sure
that bis failure is not the result of the short-
sighted and illiberal administration of his
School Board.-ED. C. E. M.

THE TEACHERS' INSTITUTES
GRANT AND) DEPARTMENTAL

"STAR" LECTURERS.
To the Editor of the Canada Educational

Monthly:
Srn,-Con you'tell me vhether any of the

$50 annual grant to Teachers' Institutes
finds its way into the pockets of the Central
Committee? I have been informed that
some of the members receive pay for their
services at Conventions in addition to their
travelling expenses. Is this so, or is it, as I
hope, a slander on the good name of these
public-spirited gentlemen? I had always
understood that the only reward expeëted
was the thanks of the teachers, and I was
surprised when informed that ·dollars and
cents form, in some cases, in itnipo-tnt
ingredient in thc compositioh of the thnlcb.

Ydurs respedffuuy,
ENQUtIr.t.

Octoer 4th.
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--Wc have no personal knowlcdgc of the
matter to vhich our Correspondent refers,
though the statement lias rcached us, from
two indcpendent sources, that a portion of
the Govcrnment grant to an Institute was in
a late instance made use of to fce a lecturer
for his scrviccs-beyond the sum that could
justly be claimed for legitimatc travçlling
expenses. Under ordinary circumstances, a
charge for a lecturcr's expenses might be
liberally construed, and the treasurcr's con-
science nccd not be stretched to honour it.
But we arc under the impression that thce
Institute Funds arc not available to pay an
lionorarium to a lecturer. If they arc, how-
ever, there is no occasion for concealing to
whom they are paid. No one, we should
think, would trade on professional disinter-
cstcdness whilc recciving a quidpro guo for
his services.-ED. C. E. M. *

THE MONTHLY AND ITS SUP-
PORTERS.

To the Editor of the Canada Educational
Mon1thly:

Si,-Having heard that the MONT1.Y
is published in the interest of a certain sec-
tion of the tcaching professipi& and of cer-
tain publishing houses, I would like to know
whereon tests the cvidcpee that this is the
case. As a subscriber to the journal, I have
certainly observed that some of those in an
influential position keep aloof from it, or do
not write over their own names; and now
that the journal lias been placcd upon a new
basis, I think it would be a pity if any real
or apparent objections of this kind could be
made against the publication. We need a
journal in which the interests of every sec-
tion of the profession will be attended to
fully and impartially.

Yours, etc.,
TEACHER.

TonONTo, Nov. 4 th, 1879.

-Emphaticaly we answer our coirrspon-
gent in the negative i TiiE MONTHLY bas
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nevcr bccnb and is not now, published i any
otlicr interest than that of the profession, and
the profession as a whole. Ncither has it
been, nor is it now, issucd in the Interest of
any one publishing house, or of any number
of them. The initial prospectus if the
Magazine announccd that the publication
would be issued as an indcpendcnt organ of
the profession, and in the spirit and lctter of
that promise it lias appcarcd and been con-
ductcd. To ensure its maintenance in this
character, its proprictorship lias recently
becn assumed by a joint Stock Company
composed almost wholly of members of the
tcaching profession, purposcly drawn from
its various branches, to make it more truly a
represcntative publication. That the Maga-
zine from its start lias had the support of
those active in educational work, and em-
bued with a fervid professional frpit, has
been due to the fact that its aims werc higli
and its character independent. But while
having this specisl support, it has not been
exclusive. It invitcd and invites aid from
ail quarters ; and the spirit of its management
has been to do justice to all. Those "in an
influential position" whom our correspon-
dent notices as having kept aloof fron it,
have doubtless donc so for good reasons.
Possibly other and more cherished interests
claim their labours : they do not, at any rate,
conceal their personality in this journal.
Their co-operation, however, was not unso-
licited, though their courtesy was as scant as
their aid. But with the attitude of a section
of the profession, the Magazine lias noching
to do. Its interests arc of a more extended
and embracing character, which every issue
happily augments. A new year gives prom-
ise of wider fields to occupy, and of larger
opportunities for work. Misrepresentation
may still follow us, but there will be much
.to compensate. What we have already
accomplished bears its own testimony; what
we may yet do, the aid of our friends will
make possible. EDITOR C. E. M.
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MANU.s roR TEACitEns. No. 4, On
Discipline. No. 5, On Class Teaching.
Philadelphia: Eldredge & Brothcr.

The Manual on " Discipline " displaysthe
same admiràble -characteristics as the thrce
previous volumes already noticcd in .thesc
pages; and is evidently the work of one who
knows whereof ho speaks.

We know of no better text-book on thc
subjcct to put into the hands of a student-in-
training for careful and systematic study.

The writer views the weaknesses of both
pupils and teachers with the sympathetic
mind of one who bas " fclt the sane." He
docs not faI into the too common error of
writers on Education, of setting up an im-
possible standard, but lays down rules which
every tcacher worthy of the name, by exer-
cising proper care, may follow. For exain-
ple, in connection with the enforcing of
obedience, ho offers the following "hints:"

i. Make up your mind what rulès it is
desirable to follow, and abide by them.

2. Let your raost important rules be re-
duced to writing.

3. Have no rules which you cannot en-
force.

4. After giving an order see that it is
obeyed.

5. Do not use language which implies that
your pupils will desire to violate the order
you give.

6. Give your commands in a firm tone,
without shouting or repetition.

7. Have a definite way of doing every-
thing.

8. Exorcise special vigilance at the change
of lessons.

9. Always have something definite for
your class to do. . •

zo. If necessary explain the reason for
your demands.

In enumerating the characteristics of good
discipline, hc says, it should be regular, nat-
urat, unobtrusiv, kind and jusi, and ho
might have addedfirm.

In his chapter on Motives, ho says, "it is
often worth while to explain the object of a
rule, and to show its practical utility."

It is better still to make the rule at a time
when its necessity or utility is obvious to the
class.

He explains that punishment bas a two.
fold object, (i) the reformation of the offen-
ddr; (2) the deterring of others from the
commission of the offence, but ho omits to
show how far the latter object should be
kcpt in'view. It should have no recognition
in regulating the extent of the punishment ;
because it would be very unjust to impose
punishment upon a culprit to corrcct .faults
that others, for whose conduct ho is not re-
sponsible, may in the future commit; nor
can it always decide the nature of the pun-
ishment, for that too often bas to be regulated
by the character of the scholar. Our author
does not agree with many others in regard
to Impositions; he considers them very suit-
able for such offences as truancy, lateness,
inattention, and neglect of home lessons, re-
marking that it is only reasonable that the
time a scholar, in these offences, takes from
work should be compensated for by time
taken from play. In further confirmation of
this view, ho adds this consideration,.that
giving impositions for these offences is a
means of disciplining the mind of the pupil
to a proper estimate of the value of time.

With much of this we ar :e, and we think
he is right, too, in recommeinding the exercise
of a little good humoured ridicule to lessen
the vanity and conceit of some scholars, and
the tendency to magnify trivial grievances of
others.

The Caa4a ational Mienthy.

CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE.
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We will conclude with a quotation from
the chapter on " Habit," which will afford a
fair specimen of what this valuable little
volume containg. " Authnrity is to be uscd
only so long as is necessary to give reason
îime to acquire tihe power of ruling the con-
duct. ience, as impulse comcs undcr sub-
jcction, the young should enjoy more and
more frecdom. Tlhey should no longcr bc
dirccted by precepts in cvcry minute dctail
of conduct, but should bc left to apply prin.
ciples for thcmsclvcs. Thcy should be suf-
fercd to encounter temptations such as they
have hitherto been exempt from, and should
in this way be gradually disciplined against
that time when thcy will leave home to be-
come thcir own masters."

Wc have not to rcad far in the Manual
on " Class Tcaching " before we find unmis-
takeable indications that it is the production
of an intellect of a diffcrcnt order from that
which gave us the previous Manuals. The
book contains much that is worth knowing,
but it is put before the reader in such a jerky
style that he must bo>t it as a restlcss Yankee
does his food, and with as little benefit. For
example, when the writer wishes to tell us
that the advantages of class instruction are
a saving of time to the teacher, a benefit to
the pupils by begetting sympathy, emulation
and competition, and by making the kno'v-
ledge of some the property of the whole, lie
does so thus :-" The advantages of class
instruction arc manifold. The class saves
time. rwenty may be instructed in thesame
time as would be required for one. It thus
sets the teacher free for other work. But it
has greater advantages. Look at its forces.
These are sympathy, emu1 tier .'nd compe-
tition. The brighter one- use there to stim-
ulate the dull. The special knowledge of
some is made a common possession."

Notwithstanding the spasmodic character
of the author's style, a great deal that is val-
uable may be learned by a careful study of
his little book. Take, for instance, the fol-
lowing remarks on Teaching:-"To teach
is to enable the learner to do. It may be to
work. with the mind, as in arithmetic and
grammar; or, with the hands, as in penman-

ship and dràwing; or, with the voice and
car, as in reading and singing. Its aim lx
always to give power and skill. . . The
development of the pupils' faculties and
their disciplinç, that is, the placing ;hem
completely under his control, arc the prime
aims in tcaching." The last chapter on
Class Managemcnt is perhaps the most val-
uable one in the book, and will well repay
studious perusalon the part of even the most
expeienccd teacher.

These volumes complete this series of
Manuals, and the National Society in Eng-
land, as weli as the Messrs. Eldredge in
America, have conferred a spccial benefit
upon teachers by their publication.

IARPERt's LATIN DIcTIoNARY, founded on.
the translation of Freund's Latin-German
Lexicon, edited by E. A. Andrews, LL.D.
Revised, enlarged, and in great part
re-written by Charlton T. Lewis, Ph. D.,
and Charles Short, LL.D. New York :.
Harper Brothers; Toronto: Willing &
Williamson; Oxford: At the Clarendon
Press, 1879.
This imposing volume, which we had bare-

ly time to notice in our last issue, and which
we confidently recommended to students
and scholars as a great store-house of criti-
cism and research, bas, on further perusal,.
amply justified that opinion, embodying. as
it does, the results of the latest and ripest
scholarship in the literature and language of
the Latin tongue. It is an exceedingly op-
portune worlc. The translation of Dr,.
Freund's great Latin-German Lexicon, edited
by the late E. A. Andrews, LL.D., and
published in 185o, a work in extensive use
throughout England and America, has, in
some departments of lexicography, been for
more than fifteen years almost obsolete.

The Classical Professor, the Classical
Master in the High Schools and Collegiate
Institutes, the Honour-man in Classics at
College, and the critical student have all felt
the need of some work embracing in moder.
ate compass the results of recent minute
research in manuscript authorities, of pro-
founder inquiry into the origin and history of
Latin words, and of the nice discrimination
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of mcaning which rcncwcd attention to the
tekt. bas cstablishcd, as wcll as of the disen-
tanglement of intricacies cffcctcd by rcccnt
writcrs on Latin syntax.

The work beforc us is the rcsult of a series
.of carnest and conscicntious'çfforts by the
publisbcrs to meet this necd. A sufficlent
guarantce of the merit of thesc efforts is the
imprimatur of the Syndicate of the Clarcn-
don Press at Oxford on the title page.

From the publishcrs' preface we learn that
the revision of the original work was 1egun
fiftecn ycars.ago by the author, Dr. Freund,
vho carefully reviscd it and rc.wrotc a fcw

*of the less satisfactory articles, and supplied
about two thousand additions. The sheets
wcrc thcn placed in the hands of the wcll
known Prof. Drisier, the late Dr. Anthon's
colleague in Columbia College, New York,
but that eminent scholar adviscd the cntire
reconstruction of the work. Owing to Prof.
Drisier's numerous engagements, the work of
re.editing passed into the hands of Prof.
Ëharles Short, of Columbia Collegc, and
Charlton T. Lewis, Ph.D., who have brought
it to its present magnificent compIction.
The publishers make grateful refereace to
the valuable help received from another
scholar, Gustavus Fischer, LL.D., of New
Brunswiclt, N.J,, by whose learning and
research many articles have recived a fulness
and coinpleteness of treatment hardly at-
·tempted before in a Litin Lexic.on. They
also acknowledge their oblig.tions to Pro-

.fessor Lane, of Harvard College, for many
suggestions and corrections, the fruit of his
ripe scholarship, and to Mr. Geo. W. Col-
lord, the proo(-reader, for Is pàtient skill'in
successfully accomplishing what ..nust have
been a singula-ly tedious and irksome task.

The work is pow published in mammoth
-octavo form and, as before, in triple.column-
ed page, the word sub judice, as well ;s
.chapter-heading, being distinguished' from
the rest of the article. by different type, the
matte.i being arranged under different heads,
.as first planned by Freund, in the original
work, and since adopted in whole or pàrt by
.nearlyll lexicographers.

A careful inqpury irto the variouselemçnts

of Latin.English lcxicography, such as the
grammatical, the ctymological, the cxcgcti.
cal, the synonymous, the chronological, the
rhctorical, and the statistical, wIll show, we
think, a vcry decidcd advance upon all prc.
vious efforts to produce a volume at once
convcnicnt and complctc.

Into an cxamination of thcsc various fca-
turcs we do not propose to cntcr, but shall
content ourselves with a few cursory obser-
vations upon some topics that scem to call
for notice. Therc is a vcry large amount of
new material. Some idea nay bc givcn of
this by stating that the old edition numbercd
z663 pages, the new 2019, the page being
largcr in the lattcr, and that the discussion
of the letter A occupics thrce-fourths of a
column in the old, and four cntire columns
in the ncw 1 Nothing, we think, could more
clearly show the advance that has of late
years bccn made in matters rclating to verbal
criticism, than a comparison of the two edi-
tions on the word abs.

While following out in the main the plan
of treatment adoptcd by Freund, the present
editurs have felt warranted by the dcmands
of the age to depart from his views on the
treatment of ctymology in a lexicon,* and to
advance boldly into the fields of Compara-
tive Philology to garner there the choicest
sheaves of that inviting science.

We welcome the presentation of this new
material. A generation that has sat at the
feet of Max Muller, or for whose youth a
Primer on Philology has been prepared, can-
not be content with. anything less, we mean
no jest, than the root of the whole matter.
The school-boy who has been taught to
notice crude forms and roots, as given in
Dr. White's admirable Grammar-School
Texts, no less than the quondam student of
Donaldson's Varronianus, will be able to
prosecute his investigations along the lines
indicated by Dr. White, and not run the risk
ofstumbling sub luce maligna of the olderLex-
!con. Compare, for nastan..c, the copious
treatment of the word gramen in the new edi-
tion with that in the old, or in Anthon, or
White, or Smith, or any other of the common

*Sec page xII.
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Dictonarces, not to mention Facciolatti's
wilderness.

Another feature of great importance is the
tho-ough revision of the orthography. Brief-
]y to state the change: The editors have
almost entirely adopted lIr.inbacis speiling,
as givcn inhis Latin Ortlography. Wc may
now confidently lonk for some uniform action
by future cditors as to the spelling of words
in Latin Classics for use in schools. In a
very short time, when a third edition of Ken-
nedy's Virgil is calied for, we shall not find
that admirable scholar (caring to wound
the susccptibilitics of his practised readcer
writing Vergil in his text and Virgil on the
cover.

The occasional crrors in quantity that
marrcd the corrcctness of the old edition
have been carefully sought out and removed.
Wc have known the incorrect marking of
tamen in the old edition spoil a Une of other-
vise good verse. But why (says the reader,

did) not (the stupid) use a Gradus? Simply
because a Gradus docs not discriminate be-
tween the various meanings of a Latin word
of different cpnchs, and ought not to be used
in writing verse. It is in this discrimination
that the Lexicon before us will take its place
above ail others; and, for this reason, we
would advise ait students ambitious of culti-
vating a pure style in Latin, to study the
word as treated in this work.

There are, of course, omissions. A brief
note on the quantity of fudu: in compounds,
raid a longer note on pro, in composition,
would have greatly enhanced the value of
these articles. The variations of quantity in
jer and statum are passed unnoticed. nt
these are very trifling omissions, and in no
degree detract (rom the general merit of the
work.

No department of lexicographical investi.
gation or elucidation seems to have been
neglected. The mere student of English
literature, in quest of the exact meaning of
his author, will find opportune help in dis-
covering the meaping of diflcult phra s in.
such English classics as Paradise Lo:t and
TA'$arry Queen. See the -efgant reference;
to- Milton -P. L., iii., 7, .syl vote,. dudia.. '

It would be unpardonable to pasà without
notice the copioqs refcrcnccs to many author&
scarceiy mentionel in the former cdition, but
whose writings have bcca diligcntly collated
for th present' wôrk. Especially is; thia
rcmark truc of the Vulgate antd the Christian
Fathers. With this cdition thé student of
Patristic litcraturc mty rcad hls favoutité
Father as comfortably as ho would thé Cice-
ronian Erasmus.

We notice ln the ncw cdition the cxcision
of the spccimcis of the oldcst nib.dments of
the Latin language, and the list of *ords in
Italian and French dcrivcd from the Latin.
The lattcr appcndix being a merc list or
vords in their mature forfn exemplifying no
laws of growth and dcvclopment, was of lit-
tle philological use, and will not be missed.
The growtlt of the Frcndh from the Latin
will be studied to infinitcly more advantage
in the pages of Brachet or Littrd. It would
not have been amiss, wc think, to have re-
tained the specimens of oldest Latin, though
thcy arc to be found in such common booki
as Donaldson's Varronianus.

We cordially recommend this new edition
of a favourite Lexicon, an edition which muay
almost be regarded a a new work, to all
students of Latin literaturc, but especially fic
the Teaching Profession and the studeht*of
Honour Ciassics in the University. Wc fedl
satisfied that a careful and constant usà of
it will greatly conduce to the growth cf
sound and accurate scholarship,

G. H, R.

THE SKIN AND ITS TROUBLEs. Nev
York: D. Appletoit & Co.- • oronto a
Hart & Rawhnson.

This is the seventh of the series of
Health Primers, prepared by several emin-
ent medical and scientific men of London.
They are intended to be useful ard reliable
guides in al matters pertaining to the
heaith of the people. In the nincty-four
.ages of this-littie boolca great deal of userul
information and much.g'qod advice, baèd-on
extended 1sinowledge and experience, 'are
given. The remaks:on the cleanlind.ss of

-tiieskin a're-pàrtI'tlarly..gdoo. WeG-a'not
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säy'the same of thôse about tlothing, which
deai tôo'mudh in generalities to'be of much
ute-to persons seeking guidance.
. Thèwriter devotes several pagett Ritng-

worni, which teaôhers cannot fail to benefit
by rtding. He speaks of it as a fungus,

and strongly urges that "in schools, and
other instituticons, the greatest precautions
ought alvays to be in force, of a preventive
nature, and, when a case of ringworin âc-
curs, complete isolation should be carried
out."

EDITORIAL NOTES.

THE LINDSAY DISMISSAL CASE.

From the brief comment, in our editorial
note of last month, on the dismissai of the
Heàd Master of the Lindsay High School, it
will be inferred that the Trustees of that In-
stitutiori, in their action in the case, have not
distinguished themselves by any scrupulous
regard for fair dealing, or by any considera-
tions which. should have had weight with
intelligent and honourable public men. The
facts of;the case are these:-Mr. Dobson
was appointed some eight years ago tu the
Head Mastership of the High School, dur-
ing--which period, though having only one
assistant, and, working in à locality by no
means produètive of promising school mate-
rial, he was able to do his work with credit.
able success, and to maintain a fair character
for the school under his charge. Wè have
th 'testitnony, to the efficiency of the Head
Master's work, of the Mayor of the town
(Col. Deacon), one of the few members of
th.e .Bqard who seems to have acted with
honour and fairiess in dealing with Mr.
Dobson. At one of the Board meetings,
Col: Deacon said of the Head Master's
work, that "in 1875 he passed six third.
class teadhers, one in law and in medi.
cirié-- in Ï876, four third-class teachers, and.
one in'.aW ; iii 1871, eight second and elèven
third-cless teachers, and one in law ; i1 1878,
ninfe second aid seven third class teachers,

nd-t'wo in Arts; or a' total of fifty-five r
whith lie (Col' Deadoi) did not

èorisid'éf badbôr at al?' In i87, fedm' a

variety of circumstances, which form a sub-
stantial defence of the Head Master, he was
unfortunate enough to fail in passing rny of
his pupils through the Second-class or Inter-

mnediate Examination,-a circunistance as

exceptional as it was notable, and which

sharply aroused his S.-hool Board from its

lethargy and theindifference with which most

of its niembers had previously regarded bis

woik. The circumstance of this untoward

result of the Midsummer Intermediate was,

as may readily be conceived, a cause of deep
chagrin to Mr. « .son, though the persi-

mony of the School Board which left the

efficiency of the school, with an average of

eighty of an attendance, to the labours o a
Head Master and one assistant, with the
occasional help of another, might well absolve
the principal from sitting severely in judg.
ment upon himnself. But besides the indif-
ference of Mr. Dobson's trustees to the effi-

cient equipment of the school-manifésted
not only in their refraining, until too late, to
appoint a permanenti third naster, butin
their indifference to supplying until recently,

and even then with some qualification, a
really capable and efficient first-assistait-
Mr. Dobson has had to contend against the
rivalry of Hligh Schools in neighbouring
towns, eat.h supplied with at least four mas-
ters, though uiot having a much greater
average attendance. The situation, more-
ovei, was more grave in Mr. Dobsons case,
as these rival schools were situated in centres
where public intelligence and sympatly,. in
the interest of a high staridaid of educationr,
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is not d.inoralized by the illiteracy.and stin-
giuess of Trustees, against which Mr. pob-.
sorn had largely to contend, and whosç con-
niectiQn with school matters can. only result
in lçwering the character of the schools
under their control. But Whitby, Port Perry
and Bowmanville, with their efficient staffs
and liberal School Boards, no doubt would
not only attract the better class of pupils
that would otherwise go to the Lindsay
School, but, by their greater efficiency and
higher character, would also place, the insti.
tution under Mr. Dobson's charge at a moral
as well as a professional disadvantage. This
much it is only just to say in exculpation
of Mr. Dobson. But awakened for the mo-
ment from their supineness, by the result of
the Intermediate Examination, let us see
what was the action of the Llndsay School
Board with reference to the trust they had pre-
viously shamefully neglected, and what their
attitude towards tie masters in charge of
the school. Here, unfortunately,.we stumble
upon what, in the main, has been the evi-
dent cause of failure, and the explanation of
the low standard of the institution, viz.: the
incapacity and obstructiveness of about one-
half of the Trustees, and their inability or
unwillingness to devise remedies for the
improved administration of the school's
affaits that would be at once just and hon-
curable in their relations to the masters in
charge, and intelligent and s,._.cious in their.
duty to the school. Instead of manfully
accepting their share of the responsibility for
what had befalen the school, .tbe first move
was eo.hoki the Head Master wholly accoupt-
able for the-state of thingg th;tt had.f.ome to
light.. Unreasonable and iaconsistent as.this
ws, it was but the first act of injustice.done
Mr, Dobson by his. School .Board. . For a.
time juster views prevailed, and a majority
of the Trustees espoused the Head Masteç's
cause. Meantime private calunny wa* ac-
tive, and the malignity of ignorance began
to do its work. Still there was no officiai
añraignment of .the incriminated Iead Mas-
ter, ar.d the unsuspecting victim went,on
with bis duties. The local Pxes,..of çour.se,.
had,.kte.sey.on the subjec.t, .but.,it tte
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chivalry qf. feeling, and; with no desire:to
serve.other than party:interçsts at the Board.
Finally, a meeting of the Trustees..was held
to consider -the re-appointment of. the teach-
.ing staff of the school, amd.those baving he
confidlence of the Board were askCl to apply
for re-engagement. Mr. Dobson was one of
those solicited to send in his application, and,
accepting the implied endorsement of his
professional efficiency, lie responded to the
invitation. Four days afterwards, the Board
that-had just practically expressed its confi-
dence in the principal, and had not hitherto
preferred a charge or, so far as Mr. Dobson

knew, officially entertained a. doubt of his
usefulness, dismissed himl To crown this
outrage, and to shield t.hose who had so
cruelly reversed their vote in favour of Mr.
Dobson, the proceedings at one of. the Board
meetings were suppressed, and a subsequent
session failed to right the Principal's wrongs.
It would be painful to dwell on this matter
further, and we leave the, Lindsay School
Bloard to c pleasant recollection of its
grim work, with .the stigma which attaches
to it in its act of treachery anQ dishonour.
As we deal in another part of this.issuef with
the attitude of Trustees in relation to the
"Intermediate," we need not here draw any
lessons from. the above recital of facts. We
again extend to Mr. Dobson our sympathy
with him in the painful position -in whiçh he
Shas.been placed, and repent the expression

,of omr hope that his professional reputation
may rLot uffer from the injustice of whiclphe
has been the.vigtim,

TI 'fE 'W A1ERTOlN HEAT;MASTER-
SHIP.

'Il case of Mi. Arnoldus Miller, of. the
Walkerton Hligh Schol, is, iry the main,
identical. with. that qf Mr. Dobson,. zhough
the di.nissal uf the forper gentleman, we
aye glad tu say, wos unattended.by. the cr-
cmspancei, which àu.,painflly markedghre[Lndsay cise. .T .Milr,. however,. he
issue bas been .s)cientlydisstwus, n
that w!ý1tunt a sha w of reasnab. u - f

cation en t eparto£Is Scooj ir< Jut
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were this otherwise, Mr. Miller's many years'
labour in their service might have coitrited
for something. Eight of his twenty years'
work as a teacher had been spent among
thein. For three years he had worked single.
handed, and for the past five he had had
but one assist:1nt. Whatever reputation the
school had was due to him. He had, more.
over, raised the attendance from seventeen
to nearly a hundred pupils. He had passed
seven University matriculants, three of-whom
had gained scholarships. He had also turned
ont fout law students, nineteen second class,
and fifty third-class teacliers. Yet 'all* this
recoid must be forgotten in presence of the
short-comings of a single examination. We
fear for the largeness of the trust reposed in
School Boards if dismissal for inability to
pass a certain number of pupils, or even
none, through the " Intermediate," is to be
made the rule. If this injustice is to con-
tinue, we fear, also, for the educational inter-
ests of the country, for good 'teachers will
not accept positions where the tenure of
employment is so uncertain. But what craze
has come over Trustees in this matter? Do
they not .know that the truest aim of educa-
tiory is to train the mind rather than to cram
it ? And what boots t, save for the trifiing
Government grant, how many shall pass the
"Intermediate," if the mental faculties of
the pupils .are being wisely developed, and
their.powers of acquiring knowledge rightly
trained? Results will come by and by, and
they will be the more satisfactory if the right
processes of education are .not reversed.
That wiser counsels among Trustees may yet
prevail in regaid to this matter, must be thît
sincer'e Wish 6f eVèry trXé frieild of edite'a-
tion, as well as of the teacher. Meantime
it is apity that good men like Mr. Millerand
Mr. Dobson should become the victims of
narrow views and false -notions.

A MUSEUM FOR TORONTO.
WhenisToronto to have a proper Museum?

This qtestiön appears to evoke but littie -,r
nô 'réspdnse, and 'et, 'how* h±portant"'an
instruinent in education is à #ô-dd tíiýuin 1
Chimaa is vè6y muleh'.1ehinifieý kë1- in 'this

ucatioMa Monthly.

respect. One of the first remarks made to.
us the other day by a Canadian, gentleman
who had just returned from a tour round the
world, was to this effect. He noticed in all
the Australian Colonies large, fine and prom-
inent buildings which the citizens took a
pride in pointing out as their Museums. We
do not expect to find in such. places the
treasures of art and the wonders of science
in the lavish profusion noticeable in the
Museums of European capitals. But we
may well look to see in a Colonial Museum
the best possible selection of aboriginal im-
plements, tools and ornaments, of local
fossils, of the fauna and flora of the country,
and the relics of its early history. Supple-
mented by good copies and casts of pictures
and statues, and by original sketches by pro-
vincial artists, such a display would have
much to attract, and in time we might hope
;that growing wealth and love of art would
bring original paintings across the ocean.
We notice an*interesting account in our con-,
temporary, the Revue de Montreal, of the
opening of the Museum in that city, and
hope that Toronto n hasten to follow this
example. In order to give a lively interest
to such a venture, an energetic management
is needed. The new plan of loan exhibits
should be resorted to, in order to prevent
the institution from becoming stale and un-
profitable; no slight danger when we con-
sider the natural scantness of a newly-estab-
lished collection. Many of the curious old
pieces of furniture and household relics of
the early settlers' days which were shewn by
the York Pioneers at the last .exhibition,
might have bçen kept, with the leave of their
owners, for temporary purposes, at such a
Museum. Again, the recent collectioa of
early printed books show- 'n Toronto,. on
the occasion of the Caxtoi. celebration, de-
monstrates the fact that we are not as a.
coùntry at all destitute of the material for
most interesting literary and bibliographie
dispjay.

It is to be hoped that some one having
the higher education of the country at heart
Wilr make ·a move in the matter at as early
' date as-pdsible.-
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HONOURS TO A CANADIAN.--We are
þIeased to notice that an esteemed contribu-
tor to the Mathematical Department of this
Magazine, Professor Edgar Frisby, M.A.,
formerly of Toronto, and now in charge of
the Naval Observatory, Washington, bas
been honoured by the American Government
with the commission to proceed to Califor-
nia, to observe and report upon the total
eclipse of the sun, to take place on the tîth
January next. The location selected for
Professor Frisby's observations, is a point
on the Pacifie Coast, about 250 miles sôuth
of San Francisco.

Professor Frisby is a graduate of Toronto
University, and won the Silver Medal in
Mathematics in 1864. His talents and high
repute as a Mathematician have deservedly
won for him the present acknowledgment
of the United States Astronomical author-
ities.

PUNCTUAL attendance is secured in the
Liverpool Board Schools by closing the doors
against late scholars at 9.15 in the morning.
and 1.30 in the afternoon.

TiHE English Kindergarten Society lately
held its annual meeting in London. It is in
a prosperous condition, numbering 217 mem-
bers, of whom 4o are new ones since last
meeting. Its funds show a handsome bal-
ance, and of the twenty-two candidates who
presented themselves for examination under
its auspices, not one was plucked, but all
received first-class certificates.

PROFESSOR BLACKIE, of Edinburgh, lately,
in a sh6rt addiess in conùecti6n with a bazar
that liad been held for ,he pùrpose of aiding
the students of the University to clear off a
debt upon their Club, expressed vety pithily
bis opinion of this means of raising money.
"It was a proper thing to spoil the Egyp-
tians on all occasions. No greater good
could be done to the public than that of
taking money out of the pockets of the peo-
ple for a laudable object."

By a new law to be introduced by the
Minister of Education of Belgium,. elemen-

tary insýruction inthat country is.to.ht! freed
completcly from, clerical- contrôl by a.plan of
"neutralization," and agitation is going on
to bring seçondary SchQols. and Universities
under the same law. Çojnpulsoryeducation
is regarded as a necessary and indispensable
consequence of this secularization, or ratlçr,
nationalization of the Schools.

EIUCATIONAL INTELLIGENCE.

ÇOBOUJG CO.449GIATE INSTITUE.-We
oþberve that the rincipal has made arrr;nge-
ments for "Half-hour Lectures," to be de.
livered at the Institute,, by ministers of the
town, and others, every alternate Friday gt
one o'clock,-the exercise constituting the
close of the week's work. This.is a capital
arrangement, for botil pupils and the.public;
and Mr. McHenry will be thanked for his
enterprise. The first.address was delivered
by Rev. T. W. Jeffrey, Methodist Minister,
on the subject, "Incentives to Earnest
Study," which was treated. in an able and
thoroughly practical manner. The Revé
gentleman first very forcibly showed.the im-
portance of useful knowledge, and then
dwelt upon the various incentives to study,
as the only means of its acquisition. -The
students and ex-students present manifested
the deepest interest in the address, which
cannot fail of inspiring them with, greçter
earneÉtness in the, pursuit pf their studies.
It is intended that these half-.hour 1ectures
form a definite and valuable adjunc.t to' the
regular work 9f thescholo.;. the senior pupils
being. r.euireçl t furni . .bstract qf.ecqhý
address, after ts delive yý

·VICTbRIA UNIVFRSITY.-The friends.of
thisinstitution throughoutthe country -have

'conceived the happy idea. of raising what
are termed "District.Scholarships," varying
'n value from $zoo to $25, to be renewed,
it is expected, from year to year.. The total
sun thus placed at the dispçsal.9f tlie.Senate

.is .,19o, aP, at a, special convoçationr of
ýhi body op the 4th, instant, the alloçation
rçsulted as follows ;---.

1. Mariculationg$425,-T he depart ment
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of Classics, $oo ; Mathematics, $xoo ;
English and Modem Language, $75; Gen-
eral Proficiency, $roo and $5o. .

2. Undegraduate Course.-In the depart-
ment of Metaphysids; $50 at the end of the
fourth year ; Logic, $25, end of second year.
Classics, $5o at epid of firt year ; ,$§o, erd
fourth year. Mathematics, $56 at end of
first year; $75, end of second yeur. Natural
Science, $75, Physics, end of second year;
$5o, Chemistry, end of third year ; $25,
Mineralogy, end of fourth year. French
and German, $5o, end of fourth year ; Eng-
lish, $5c, end of foiurth'year. Theology:
$50 and $25, Systematic'Theolog ; $25,
Old Testament Exegesis; $25, New Testa-
ment Exegesis ; $25, Hebrew ; $25, New
Testament Greek.

These scholarships, added to former in-
dùcements, must greatly increase the popu-
larity and efficiency of this University.

A scheme for holding " Local Examina-
tions," after the model of Oxford and Cam-
1ýiidge, was introduced, and advanced well
towards maturity.

Examiners and Asso::iate Examiners were
appointed, also a Committee to prepare a
course of study for the Doctor's degree in
Theology.

The matriculating class is quite large, as
will be seen from the list given below :-

Bellamy, J. S., private-stqýly Bryers, E.,
Cobourg Coll. Inst.; Buchanan, T, C., Co-
bourg do.

Caldwell, J. W., private study; Camp-
bell, W. A., Peterboro' Coll. Inst.; Clark,
J. L., Stanstead Wesleyari College and Co-
bourg Coll. Inst.

Dean, W. H., Lindsay High School.
Eldridge, G. S., Cob'ourg Coll. Inst.; El-

liott, G. A., private tuition; Emberson, T.,
Cobourg Coll. Inst.

Greenwood, W. J., Collingwood Coll.
Inst.

Herrington, W. S., Cobourg Coll. Inst.,
and Brantford do.; Hincks, W. H., private
study ; Holman, E., Cobourg Coll. Inst.;
Hopper, S. T., Cobourg do.; Horkins, W.,
Campbellford HighSchool; Hossack, D.C.,
Cobourg Coll. Inst.; Huycke, E. C. S.,
Campbeliford High School.

James, C. C., Napanee High School.
Laird, E. C., Whitby High School; Lang-

ford, A. L., Brantford Coll. Inst.; Lazier,
J., Ccbourg do.

Morris, T. J., Goderich High School.
Pasco, R. M., Cobourg Coll. Inst.; Pop-

ham, E. S., Cobourg do.; Payne, G., Co-
bourg do.; Pc..•.-11 F. K., Cobourg do.

Rice, A. T., Cobourg Coll. Inst., and

1ýrantford do.
Scott, L. B., Peterborough Coll. Inst.;

Shenick, A.; Shipman, R. H., Port Perry
High School; Staples, S. G., Cobourg Coll.
Inst.; Stobbs, J. T., Sackville, N. B., and
Brantford Coll. Inst.

Watson, G. R.,Waterdown High School;
West, G. H., Cobourg and Brantford Col.
Insts., and private study ; West, R. M.,
Campbellford High School; Williams, H.,
Cobourg Coll. Inst.; Willoughby, H.,
Peterborough do., and Cobourg do.

Hionours in Classics.-First-class: Camp-
bell, W. A.; Greenwood, W. J.; Watson,
G. R. Second-class: Laird, F. C.; Lang-
ford, A. L.

Honoursin Mathematics. -First-class: Bel-
lamy, J. S.; Herrington, W. S.; Morris, T.
J. Second-class: Watson, G. R.

The names are arranged alphabetically,
and not in the order of merit.


